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The remit of the GC role is rapidly expanding, bringing with it more varied responsibilities and a more commercial outlook.

Mary Heaney reports on GCs who are looking to build on their new experience and outlook and are eyeing up their next
challenge: a seat on the board.

It would seem that General Counsel (GC) are at the forefront of their businesses as never before. In the face of pressure on
budgets, regulation overload and a more onerous risk environment, they have risen to the challenge in a number of ways - from
taking greater control of the legal supply chain to becoming a stakeholder in business decisions.

In a recently released report analysing global law department practice, two in three GCs stated they were more involved in
formulating corporate strategy than five years ago, and 90 per cent were giving broader corporate advice to their companies.
Meanwhile one in three worried about creating value for the business.

The ‘General Counsel Excellence Survey’ looked at a variety of areas where GCs were making an impact - from effective
management of the legal function to taking the lead on risk management, compliance, data management and governance issues.
It also looked at the reshaping of the profession and how the legal department is driving changes on the supplier front - with
law firms now in the backseat and a host of other legal suppliers in the mix.

But, most interestingly, this enhanced commercialisation of the GC role is translating into an aspiration for heads of legal
departments to join the board of their companies and become part and parcel of the group of so-called ‘C-Suite executives'.

In an antidote to the perceived wisdom of many chief executives who see the prospect of lawyers on boards as distinctly
counterproductive to the ethos of their board, GCs believe they could make a positive contribution to the company, should
they make the grade.

Nearly all GCs surveyed believe the addition of lawyers on boards improves internal governance. Furthermore, three in four
respondents believe that lawyer-directors actually improve corporate performance. Their presence also encourages lower levels
of corporate risk taking and default, said three in four, while two in three believe that a decline in litigation risk was one of the
likely outcomes of having more lawyers on the board.

The research revealed that while only nine per cent of those surveyed were actually on boards, one in five respondents would
like to become a director of their company; 22 per cent aspired to join the board of another company and seven per cent declared
they were actively seeking a position on a board. Indeed, only eight per cent said they had no interest in a board position.

Gucci General Counsel Daniela Della Rosa is a case in point. She joined the Gucci board in 2008 and has been at the helm ever
since. She has also taken up another board appointment at luxury notepad company Moleskine, but concedes that it is difficult to
have more than one or two board jobs when in a full-time role. Reflecting the increasingly commercial approach of the research's
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respondents, her ambition is to broaden her experience and expand into different areas of business, being seen as a manager
rather than being narrowly defined as a lawyer. Daniela Della Rosa concedes that this switch is a challenging move to make.

Moving into a board role may be a challenging switch, but it is a trend which is starting to become reality. Ten years ago, a
room of global GCs at the Corporate Counsel Forum was asked if they would be interested in a board-level position. Not a
single one expressed an interest. This latest research represents a sea-change in attitude and one which looks set to continue.

The GC Excellence Report, in association with Terralex, can be downloaded here: http://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/
www.globallegalpost.com/research/GCER.pdf.

Footnotes
a1 Mary Heaney is Editor-in-Chief of the Global Legal Post.
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The gavel bangs and the judge calls yet another completely avoidable trial to order. In the gallery, company board members,
the chief executive officer (CEO), general counsel, and the chief compliance officer all agonize as they consider the potential
blame that may befall themselves or their colleagues. Their weary shoulders physically and figuratively tremble as the climax
of numerous stress-filled weeks and sleepless nights plays out in the hands of judges and jurors. After a few harsh and stinging
hours, this trial could redefine their reputations, alter their job security, demand financial penalties -- or even reassign them
from the executive suite to a prison cell. How did they arrive here? How could they have avoided this situation?

In many cases, the general counsel, outside counsel, and chief compliance officers have the aptitudes and relationships to
nip potential disasters in the bud and prevent the wounds to enterprises and lives. What are the dynamics, processes, and
practices that keep executives, outside counsel, and the board appraised of compliance issues so they can anticipate and address
challenges? What are those essential skills compliance officers and in-house counsel employ to stave off these toxic situations?

First and foremost, corporate leadership must welcome and support a culture of compliance and encourage the critical
communication processes that sustain such a culture. Second, it is vital to create and preserve effective relationships between
the chief compliance officer, general counsel, and outside counsel. When an organization fails to balance these relationships,
problems are likely to abound.

GOOD RELATIONSHIPS, BUT NO COMPROMISE?

Most healthy relationships are based on give and take. However, as legal or compliance professionals, your job exists to detect
and discontinue the compromise of legal or ethical standards. You cannot cede ground on integrity or regulatory issues; so how
do you maintain *22  dynamic relationships with executives -- who often thrive and succeed by creating deals and bend rules? It
comes down to your interpersonal skills. For some people, persuasion and diplomacy come naturally. However, for most of us,
we must learn and refine people skills in the laboratory of day-to-day life. Successful legal and compliance executives sincerely:
• maintain a positive outlook;

• cultivate open but respectful communication;

• master both sharing thoughts and listening to others;
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• persuade to a satisfying outcome; and never focus on blaming or judging.

DOES THE CULTURE SUPPORT COMPLIANCE?

You cannot exist in a bad environment. If you have an ineffective or distant board that fails to heed your early warnings,
does not engage you in regular audit meetings, and fails to foster a working relationship, you are disabled. You need that vital
connection to the authority figures who possess the power to drive serious change and reinforce corporate values. If you have
an inattentive CEO or an executive team who can only focus on optimizing revenue and slashing expenses, your company
is overlooking potentially severe financial losses at the hand of government regulators or litigation brought on by vendors,
employees, customers, or shareholders. When we see leaders toning down general counsel and compliance officers' independent
voices, it is a red flag that the relationship is out of balance. The results often prove embarrassing and costly.

You need support. You need the culture of compliance to come from your top leadership. Even though the compliance officer
and general counsel function at the executive level in your organization, they are not running the company. Instead, they
must influence the executives who dictate the corporation's strategy and operations. In a high-performance integrity-based
organization, relationships between executives, legal, and compliance can flourish to create the unified voice that allows
business performance and compliance to thrive.

DEFINE THE RELATIONSHIPS AND ROLES

The general counsel is responsible for the legal affairs of the corporation and for managing outside counsel. It is vital for
in-house counsel to define and preserve an effective relationship between the chief compliance officer and its external law
firms. The general counsel should outline the processes for reporting, communicating, and collaborating all risk management,
compliance, and legal matters; the CEO should inform and approve those decisions. Precise roles and processes avert turf wars
and misunderstandings.

The general counsel constantly interjects the legal perspective into contracting and internal transactions while providing legal
advice to the corporation. Legal training makes them think differently -- a critical perspective for keeping health plans, hospitals,
and other medical entities out of trouble. I often explain this angle by relating an experience I had at an Independence Day
parade shortly after graduating from law school.

As my sister and I watched the parade, one of the drummers in the marching band dropped his drumstick. Instead of retrieving
the drumstick, the disciplined musician just kept marching. About five seconds after the marching band passed our section of
the crowd, an opportunistic child ran out onto the parade route, picked up the discarded drumstick, and took it with him as he
disappeared back into the crowd. My sister optimistically remarked, “What a great souvenir for that boy!” However, in my newly
minted lawyer's mind, I started to think about the elements of a crime and commented that the boy had stolen private property
which he knew belonged to another with the intent to never return to *63  its rightful owner. Therefore, in my mind, he had
committed a crime. (Of course, I also had sufficient perspective to know that his crime would almost certainly go unpunished.)

In your health plans, hospitals, clinics, and other health-related ventures, it helps your credibility when you take time to remind
leaders how valuable your distinct perspective is. For example, from an executive's perspective, a gift or courtesy extended to
a physician is a thoughtful gesture; but your organization's compliance and legal minds would be quick to drill down on the
situation to make sure the transaction is not an inappropriate kickback. When your revenue cycle department attempts to reduce
your corporation's audit risk by billing Medicare conservatively, legal minds quickly point *64  out that the best way to curtail
the potential peril is by billing and documenting accurately.
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The general counsel usually supervises the compliance officer. He or she guides and advises the compliance officer on the
best way to execute business operations without creating risk for the company. The general counsel shares information on
federal sentencing guidelines, relevant case law, and changes in regulations so the compliance officer can infuse them into the
organization's operations. Most general counsel report to the CEO or other senior company executives -- but have direct access
and accountability to the board of directors. In spite of the fact that the compliance officer most often reports to the general
counsel, he or she also must have substantial and independent access to board members and company senior executives.

While the general counsel may delegate the researching of the recent complaint, the gathering of evidence, and the reporting
of the findings to the compliance officer, the compliance officer is the one responsible for issuing a carefully worded apology.
However, the compliance officer's work is certainly not complete. He or she may meet with customer service agents and
supervisors to coach them on how to address similar events in the future, and he or she might initiate additional company-wide
training that ensures agents are operating consistently.

The role of outside counsel in relationship to the general counsel and the compliance officer is yet another variation of
negotiation. While outside counsel have subject matter expertise in litigation matters and may propose sufficient solutions, it
is the general counsel in coordination with the company officers who make the final determination on direction. The general
counsel again must perform a balancing act between the company interests and the most risk adverse solutions. Professional
independence and fair and ethical counseling must be maintained. Objectives must be clear, the predictability of success must
be understood, and constant open communication to stay on task is required. In essence, the general counsel's job is a constant
challenge.

There are few more daunting roles in health care. You are banking on your own legal expertise, interpersonal skills, and
judgment. However, you are also highly dependent upon others to create a corporate culture that is open to your counsel and
direction. Fortunately, many boards of directors and C-level executives possess the wisdom and vision to work closely with the
compliance officer and general counsel so they curtail the risks of subjecting their fate to judges, juries, and potential litigants.

In a sort of ghastly simplicity we remove the organ and demand the function. We make men without chests and expect of them
virtue and enterprise. We laugh at honour and are shocked to find traitors in our midst. We castrate and bid the geldings be
fruitful.

C.S. Lewis, The Abolition of Man

The chief compliance officer and the general counsel must have unfettered voices to the executive committee and the board.
The chief compliance officer and the general counsel also must have leadership support. If they don't, these positions fail.

Footnotes
a1 Cynthia M. Perrone, JD, HIA, FLMI, AIRC, Vice President, Legal, Corporate Quality & Regulatory Compliance, is responsible for

compliance, government affairs, and quality assurance at Altegra Health. Most recently, Ms. Perrone served as compliance director

for Cigna Corporation, where she provided legal support, contract, compliance, and privacy guidance. She also served on government

relations committees (of insurance industry groups) that influenced legislation.
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INTRODUCTION

A preoccupation of commentators since the major financial crises of the turn of this century and 2008 has been questioning

where were the gatekeepers, 1  the regulators, 2  the *662  accountants, 3  the lawyers 4  whose public responsibility is seen to
be guarding against managerial decisions that undermine corporate wealth. While professions might debate the use of the term

“gatekeeper,” 5  they cannot dispute that their members played active roles in the processes that led to the financial crises.
Managers, whether malevolent or simply negligent, may not themselves provide the technical paper that wraps questionable
actions in the illusion of legitimacy. The regulatory regimes designed to maintain healthy and open markets require compliance

with complex rules, and this compliance most often can be achieved only through the services of highly skilled professionals. 6

What the past ten years of academic research have confirmed is that simple explanations for complex events are seldom

available. 7  Certainly *663  greed blinded many to the consequences of fool-hardy risk. 8  Undoubtedly some managers,
lawyers, and accountants engaged in unethical and sometimes illegal activity. But as with most events in history, causes are both
complicated and nuanced. It is our challenge to understand what allows otherwise good people--here, “good” professionals--
to be swept along by ill-conceived currents. If we do not untangle this complex web, we are left no better protected from the
willingness of professionals to assist misguided business ventures than we were earlier this century.

The context for this article is the practice of law and, in particular, the practice of law in large commercial firms, since it is these

lawyers and these firms that dominate the delivery of legal services to major corporations. 9  Of particular interest is the lawyer-
client relationship and, more specifi- cally, the role professional ethics plays in that relationship. The practice of law is premised
upon the assumption that lawyers are bound by and, for the most part, comply with the codes of professional conduct laid down

by their profession. 10  There is no doubt that from time to time lawyers intentionally or unintentionally violate these rules; and

it is the role of the law societies or bar associations to step in and protect the public interest. 11 *664  But circumstances that are
more subtle and perhaps more troubling than these might arise when a lawyer adopts an approach to the delivery of legal services

that is far more aligned with that of a manager-client than one expected of an independent or autonomous lawyer. 12  While
traditionally it was assumed that the firms would provide the institutional structure that guided individuals in their professional

decision making, 13  today there have been changes to, and pressures on, those same institutions that could lead us to question

their ability to deliver effective protection in the same manner. 14

This article is the third in a series of papers 15  reporting on a project studying lawyers in large commercial law firms and
examining the effect of client relationships and the firm on the lawyer's role as an autonomous professional decision maker.

This article builds on findings reported elsewhere 16  that suggest more complex forms of professional types (identities or

typologies) than were once assumed 17  and assesses the effect of these identities on ethical decision making. We use the newly
identified typologies to explore the questions raised above, namely, what is the effect of the relationship between the firm
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and the individual lawyer on the individual lawyer's ethical decision making today? More specifically, what is the interplay
among firm, lawyer, and client as individual lawyers resolve complex ethical decisions? Where does the traditional model of
the autonomous *665  lawyer fit into this discussion, and do changes in the delivery of legal services affect a lawyer's response
to client pressure in any systematic manner?

Part I begins by reviewing the literature on professional autonomy and the classic debates among scholars about the relationship
between autonomy and the ability of the lawyer to withstand the negative effects of client pressure. We then consider the
influence of the bureaucracy of the firm on individual lawyers and their relationships with clients, and this consideration leads to
a discussion of significant and relevant recent trends in legal practice. Part II considers the individual lawyer and, in particular,
a recent study that presents differing types or identities among individual lawyers. Part III reports the results of a study that
explored the complex relationships among the firm, the individual lawyer, and the client and ethical decision making; this
discussion takes place in the context of the changing trends in the delivery of legal services by large firms. The article concludes
with an examination of the implications of these findings for law firm management and the protection of professional standards.

I. THE AUTONOMOUS PROFESSIONAL AND THE LARGE COMMERCIAL LAW FIRM

The touchstone of all professions is often said to be their autonomy. 18  Specifically, the members of the profession, while owing

heavy burdens of responsibility to their individual clients, 19  also owe fundamental duties to *666  the society that assigns

them the authority to practice; in the case of the legal profession this translates to a duty to the court. 20  The term “autonomy”
arises in the context of the client exerting such influence over the professional that it potentially compromises the professional's

wider societal duties. 21  In the rare event of conflict between client and societal duties, the latter should generally prevail. This

duty is not only important for the maintenance of a civil society; 22  it is also fundamental to the self-interest of the profession: 23

A lawyer, as a member of the legal profession, is a representative of clients and an officer of the legal system with special
responsibility for the quality of justice. As a representative of clients, a lawyer assumes many roles, including advisor, advocate,
negotiator, and evaluator. As an officer of the legal system, each lawyer has a duty to uphold the legal process; to demonstrate
respect for the legal system .... The relative autonomy of the legal profession carries with *667  it special responsibilities
of self-governance. Every lawyer is responsible for observance of the Rules of Professional Conduct and also should aid in
securing their observance by other lawyers. Neglect of these responsibilities compromises the independence of the profession
and the public interest that it serves .... So long as its practitioners are guided by these principles, the law will continue to be

a noble profession. 24

Autonomy as a key characteristic of a profession 25  is used to assure the public that the professional in whom trust is given will

deliver services “within the bounds of the law” 26  and without favoring self-interest. 27  If the lawyer (or doctor or accountant)
recommends a particular course of action, it is because that course is in the client's (or a patient's) best interests. Such best
interests are served only if the proposed action is also in compliance with the law (or good medicine, or generally accepted
accounting standards). Linked to this is the notion of “gatekeeper” or guardian of the public interest. For lawyers, the assumption
of this function is sometimes controversial because of the additional role of the lawyer as advocate for the client, which might

raise inherent contradictions. However Coffee 28  argues that it is important to distinguish between the lawyer as corporate
lawyer and the lawyer as litigator because it would be misleading to apply the notion of advocate to the corporate lawyer. He
describes the corporate lawyer's role as a “transactional engineer,” a person who is essential not only to the negotiation and
preparation of transactional documentation but also as a person who plays a key role in the manner in which disclosure of

critical information to a wider audience occurs. 29  For the purposes of the present study, it follows that the *668  application
of the concepts of “autonomy” and of “gatekeeper” means that, should the client threaten the withdrawal of a valuable account
from a professional if the professional does not provide, for example, a particular assurance, the threat should have no bearing
upon the professional's decision to give or withhold that assurance.
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Concern with the notion of autonomy may arise at the boundaries of the duty to the client, and it is in this context that
ethical choices become critical. The role of law firms in the Enron failure was examined closely during Enron's bankruptcy

proceedings, 30  and how those lawyers addressed key decisions is illustrative of the dilemmas that can arise. In this case, the

law firms elected to comply with a request to provide a “true issuance” opinion 31  in the knowledge that it was a “true *669

sale” 32  opinion 33  that was critical to satisfying the requirements of Financial Accounting Standard Number 140 (FAS 140), 34

the standard that prescribed the accounting treatment for Special Purpose Entities (SPEs or off balance sheet arrangements). 35

The SPEs were a critical component of Enron's strategy for moving debt off the balance sheet. 36  The court-appointed examiner,
Neal Batson, noted,
*670  Vinson & Elkins attorneys [for Enron] testified that they repeatedly told both Enron and Andersen, that Andersen had

asked for the wrong opinion when it requested a true issuance opinion. This was potentially significant because Vinson &
Elkins did not believe that it could provide a true sale opinion in some of those transactions as structured. However, Vinson &
Elkins received numerous assurances from Andersen and Enron that, indeed, the true issuance opinion was the opinion needed
to support the desired accounting treatment.

During the same period, Vinson & Elkins recognized the substantial financial impact that these transactions ... could have on
Enron's financial statements. As a result, Vinson & Elkins discussed with Enron the need for additional disclosures in Enron's
MD&A. Enron did add new language to its MD&A, but there is evidence from which a fact-finder could determine that neither
the new language nor other information contained in its public disclosures adequately informed shareholders or creditors of the

elements of these transactions that Vinson & Elkins had recognized and brought to Enron's attention. 37

Of particular concern to Batson in the bankruptcy process 38  was the failure of the lawyers to elevate their concerns beyond
those with whom they were working on the particular transactions and the failure to withdraw from representation once they

knew some transactions had been approved by the Enron Board. 39  Further, Batson concluded that, “Many times Enron officers
appear to have obtained opinions or advice from professionals merely as a necessary step to justify questionable decisions rather

than as a tool to assist them in reaching a considered business decision based upon the risks.” 40

Much has been written about the role of professional advisors in the Enron failure 41  and the inference is often made that Arthur
Andersen's own shortcomings could be traced to its dependency on extraordinarily large billings. For example, while the overall
audit and consulting fees *671  derived from Enron were not of major significance to total Arthur Andersen's revenues, they

were of immense significance to the partners of the Houston office where actual client decisions were made. 42  Yet when we
examine the actions of big and reputable law firms such as Vinson & Elkins and the individual partners with carriage of the
work, it is far too simplistic to say they were satisfied delivering advice that, in the above instance, was inappropriate for the

use required because they were driven by fees alone. The detailed analysis by Batson 43  shows lawyers doing everything but
taking the next step of elevating an issue; of being somehow assured that by repeating their concerns to those with whom they

dealt, that they had fulfilled their responsibilities. 44  Batson identified two explanations for their failure: first, they “lost sight
of the fact that the corporation was their client. It appears that some of these attorneys considered the officers to be their clients

when, in fact, the attorneys owed duties to Enron.” 45  The second explanation was that some of the lawyers “saw their role

in very narrow terms, as an implementer, not a counselor.” 46  Never did they or the majority of the hundreds 47  of other law

firms and in-house counsel advising Enron take the obvious step of withdrawing their services. 48  With their *672  continued
presence, the perception of legitimacy surrounding Enron's managerial decision making was maintained.

The debate about autonomy and its effect on lawyers' professional decision making long precedes Enron or more recent failures

and is represented by two distinct streams of research. 49  From the first emergence of the large commercial law practice in
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the United States, concern was expressed for the negative effect these firms might have on the professional values of lawyers
working within these institutions; a shift from an “honorable” profession to one that valued technical skills to meet the needs
of commerce:

It seems clear that ... the law factory was not only personally distasteful [to some lawyers], but implied
a new and not wholly welcome conception of bar professionalism. The nineteenth-century image of the
law as a learned profession, with all that it implied in personal deference and respect, social prestige, and
cultural power, was a major casualty of the new regime. In its place came the image of the leading lawyer

as a skilled negotiator and facilitator, the practical man of business. 50

The response of Smigel in his analysis of lawyers in large New York firms was that the bureaucracy and professional values
from the law firm itself empowered the individual lawyers to withstand negative pressure from the client and maintain rigorous

professional standards. 51  The clients push, and the lawyers stand guard. The second stream in the literature led by Heinz and
Laumann some twenty years later had the balance between *673  lawyer and client shift in the opposite direction; now, it was

argued, the corporate lawyers' structural position makes them vulnerable to client influence. 52

The Heinz and Laumann 53  findings today find expression in the concept, ““client capture.” 54  Specifically, we should expect
lawyers to be heavily influenced by the economic power of the client: “[u]nder client capture the consumers of professional
work gain the ability to control the activities, timing, and costs of professional work. In effect the ‘consumer becomes sovereign’

much as consumers search for (and price) other consumer goods and services.” 55  Certainly we might then hypothesize that
the more dependent the lawyer is on the client, the more likely the lawyer would be vulnerable to client influence as Heinz

and Laumann suggest. 56

Another and more recent theoretical approach found in the work of Silbey and her colleagues suggests that the two positions

outlined above do not describe the world of most professionals today. 57  Rather we should focus on how professionals operate
in an uncertain world in which *674  complete compliance with abstract rules is not always, and perhaps is seldom, possible.

This perspective suggests that some professionals are simply pragmatic. 58  While professionals employ a range of approaches,
some are able to identify alternative choices around the particular rule and select an action that is at least in compliance with

what we might otherwise call the “spirit” of the law. 59  Using this approach, we no longer consider the professional-client
relationship in binary terms--either with professionalism providing the resistance to client pressure or the client driving the
choices-- but recognize that there is a heterogeneity in the ways that most professionals (here lawyers) manage client relations.

If we summarize these three approaches to understanding the lawyer-client relationship--the profession-led approach of
Smigel, the client-led approach of Heinz and Laumann, and the pragmatic approach of Silbey--in terms of our “autonomous”
professional, we see three perspectives. The first perspective sees autonomy as defending or protecting a world of sound
professional decision making; in the second, autonomy is presumably illusory or at least inadequate; and, in the third, we find
an explanation for why lawyers manage mostly to maintain sound professional standards, although it is unclear whether it is
autonomy or something else that achieves this result.

The professionals we discuss above operate within large, often highly bureaucratic organizations. Prior work has found that the
structures and practices of the firm affect both the professional-client relationship and the decisions made by the professional.
So, for example, we have already seen that the reward system within Arthur Andersen was identified as an important factor

compromising the independence of partners in its Houston office. 60  The shift in power within the major accounting firms
from those practicing in the traditional accounting area of audit to the newer and much more profitable consulting practice was
identified frequently as an explanation for a decline in ethical values (and the maintenance of objectivity in particular) within

firms, 61  and this *675  decline was a focus of the regulatory changes following the Enron and WorldCom crashes. 62  The
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changes in the major commercial law firms since the turn of this century have likewise been analyzed in the literature and,
while important, are also somewhat different from those of the large international accounting firms that shifted from the Big

Eight to the present Big Four. 63

While the accounting firms were focused upon growth, and, in particular, growth as “full service” firms during the 1990s, the
legal profession faced a much more basic struggle; the expansionary strategy of the multinational accounting firms included

the intended domination of legal services, as accounting firms moved to establish an identity as multidisciplinary practices. 64

This threat was removed almost instantaneously *676  following the Enron and WorldCom failures 65  (it is interesting how
rapidly this episode in the history of the legal profession was struck from the historical record along with other major ventures

by the accountants that affected lawyers such as the infamous XYZ or Cognitor 66 ). With this threat gone, the attention

of academic commentators reverted 67  to the relationship between in-house counsel practice and private practice and that

*677  relationship's effect upon the hiring of legal services. 68  Corporate counsel are said to be responsible for heightened

competitiveness between firms during this period, 69  as they spread work between large law firms 70  rather *678  than retaining

the “traditional” model of a one-firm legal service provider. 71  With these changes, it was said, came a reduced focus on

““relationship lawyering” 72  and the role of “wise counselor.” General counsel were often seen to have assumed the role of

“wise counselor” and the lot of the external lawyer became more specialized and technical. 73  Today this trend is beginning

to change once more as corporations reassess the merits of fragmentation between service providers, 74  undoubtedly making
way for another generation of commentators to ponder upon its merits. What is clear for now is that none of the shifts is

evidencing a reduction in competition among law firms. 75  There are also, without doubt, *679  implications for how lawyers
might approach ethical decision making: “In this highly atomized economic climate, it is likely that ethical gray zones will get

resolved in the client's favor, and insecure lawyers will be less likely to acknowledge any black or white.” 76

These shifts in the way in which businesses hire law firms will arguably condition the perceived respective power between
lawyer and client, which in turn may affect the manner in which both the law firm and those within the firm evaluate the client

relationship. 77  The literature identifies other changes within large commercial law firms that might also be relevant to the

current discussion. Traditionally, there was significant stability in legal careers. 78  Once lawyers achieved the career success
of being admitted to the firm partnership, they would typically remain with the firm unless that firm itself changed its identity

through merger or takeover. 79  More recently, two trends have emerged that challenge this assumption. The first is the lateral

move where lawyers who have already attained success within one firm move to another. 80  It is assumed that some clients
will make the move with them and this has a major effect on client-lawyer relationships; the key link is now individual lawyer-

client rather than firm-client relationships. 81  The *680  second relates to the willingness of firms to release partners who are
no longer seen as contributing effectively to the productivity of the firm. In some cases they might be encouraged to move to

a nonequity position, but in others they simply are asked to leave. 82  Both trends have the potential of increasing the pressure
on well-established lawyers to retain clients, since personal capital is calculated in terms of client retention, and performance

is almost always measured by billings and fee recovery rates. 83

Two other trends are important to consider for this present study. 84  For perhaps the past thirty years, and at an increasing

pace, 85  lawyers have been urged to favor a businesslike approach to the delivery of legalservices. 86  “Businesslike” is

presumably meant as an approach that is *681  timely 87  and somewhat pragmatic; 88  sensitive to the needs of business rather

than with a focus on an elegant exposition of legal principles. 89  This trend is closely linked to another felt by most professions,
namely, the demand from clients that they respond to client requests at an ever-increasing pace and at all times of the day and

all days of the week. 90
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Considering all these trends in the context of how and why individuals make ethical decisions suggests a need to examine not
only client-lawyer relationships but client-lawyer relationships filtered through the expectations and demands of the law firm
itself and others within the hierarchy of the law firm. And the beginning point for this examination is to review our understanding
of the individual lawyer.

*682 II. TOWARD A GREATER UNDERSTANDING OF THE INDIVIDUAL LAWYER

The earlier discussion in this article of the autonomous professional focused on the individual as a member of a larger group, the
law firm. In this part, we take one step back and examine what more we know about this person, the lawyer, and, specifically,

the lawyer in the large commercial law firm. We summarize our recent findings 91  that suggest distinct identities 92  among
corporate lawyers. In the following section, we consider these identities in the context of the recent trends in legal practice as
they relate to ethical decision making.

We begin by reviewing the work of Gunz and Gunz 93  that reached interesting conclusions studying corporate counsel through

the lens of identity theory. 94  They found evidence of two distinct identities: lawyers *683  who assumed an “organizational”

or “managerial” type identity and those whose identity they described as “professional” or “lawyerly.” 95  The significance of
these identities was demonstrated when counsel responded to ethical vignettes, and these responses were in turn found to be

influenced by several organizational factors such as the proximity to the strategic decision making of the corporation. 96  Very
generally, the more counsel were involved in strategic decision making and the more they exhibited the organizational identity,

the more likely they were to resolve the dilemma as a manager might. 97  This work was followed by a small qualitative study

of lawyers in private practice 98  and the authors concluded that
What they suggest, however, is that there are, at the very least, grounds for continuing to study this question. The lawyers
with whom we spoke clearly recognize that some of their clients are more important than others, and that the more important
clients get closer and faster attention. These observations in themselves will not surprise anyone. But further reflections from
our respondents certainly were suggestive of differing identities, the salience of which was indeed affected by the nature of

the relationships with clients. 99

A more recent study, 100  and one upon which this article also builds, suggests that distinct identities are indeed evident among
lawyers in private practice in large commercial law firms. These are now examined in more detail. We begin with a short
comment about the relationship between this recent study and the present article. This article is the third in a series of at least
three, each exploring separate issues that flow from a common data set. We are mindful of the need not to duplicate what is
written elsewhere. *684  However, in order to introduce the issues that are the focus of this article, we do need to provide a
brief description both of the study methodology and the four distinct “identities,” always recognizing that readers may read
more should they be interested in the earlier articles.

A. Study Methodology

The study described in this article was based on a major pilot study reported upon elsewhere. 101  Both the pilot and main study
were designed with the assistance of a team of advisors who were either managing partners or senior partners at major firms.
This advisory group provided an introduction to managing partners of leading national commercial law firms in four major

Canadian 102  commercial centers (Toronto, Montreal, Calgary, and Vancouver). The managing partners in turn advised all
commercial lawyers in their firms that researchers may contact them and encouraged them to participate in the study. Lawyers
were assured that their participation would be kept confidential with no other person within or outside their firm knowing
whether they participated in the study.
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Subjects were all partners 103  or associates. Participants were identified from firm websites and selected to ensure a distribution

of seniority that was reasonably representative of the population. Specific categories of lawyer by seniority were as follows: 104

associates with at least three years' *685  experience; 105  partners with five to ten years' experience (Junior Midlevel

Partners); 106  partners with eleven to twenty years' experience (Senior Midlevel Partners); partners with over twenty years'
experience (Senior Partners); and, partners currently in an executive position in the firm. Respondents were randomly selected
within each stratum. Participants were approached in proportion to gender representation in practice, but for reasons that

are simply unknown, women were less willing to participate, 107  and there was, as a consequence, an underepresentation of

female participants. 108  Interviews were conducted at firms approximately in proportion to numbers of licensed lawyers in the
respective provinces. In all, 106 participants were interviewed using a semistructured script for between thirty to sixty minutes.

Interviews were recorded, transcribed, and then coded and analyzed using Atlas.ti qualitative data analysis software. 109

The script was prepared with the assistance of the advisory group and was piloted over three sets of interviews with appropriate
changes being made at each stage. It included an ethical dilemma presented in the form of a vignette that was based on real-

life examples provided by participants in an earlier study. 110  The primary ethical issue raised by the vignette was subtle and
involved requests made of the responsible partner by both a manager at the client corporation and the relationship partner at

the law firm. 111  In skeleton form, the vignette presented a client *686  manager under obvious pressure asking the partner
to provide an assurance under a very tight timeline. The relationship partner proposed a course of action that would meet the
manager's need. The transaction, the subject of the assurance, did not involve any issue of illegality. Rather, the course of action
exposed the client to significant business risk and providing an obviously agitated manager with her requested response raised
serious ethical concerns (e.g., What authority did the manager have? Was this assurance in the best interest of the client?).

The subjects were asked to discuss how they might respond to the request. 112  In studies of this type, social desirability bias is

always a valid concern; 113  that is, the inclination for subjects to provide responses that, they believe, place themselves in the
best light and so they do not answer how they would in fact handle the issue. While it is never possible to provide complete
assurance that responses are not subject to such bias, and in this respect our study faces the same limitations as all others of
its kind, for a number of reasons we feel confident in relying on our data. First, responses were diverse, no doubt reflecting
the fact that there was no obviously “right” or “good” answer, and there were multiple issues to be considered. Subjects were
presented *687  with a genuine dilemma. Second, responses were often lengthy and shifted in direction as subjects appeared to
grapple with issues. Finally, many of the subjects discussed both the difficulty and the realism of the issues; several commented

on facing very similar issues in their own practice. 114

Responses to the vignette were coded 115  on a scale of one to five, with one representing answers that were suggestive of
independence from client influence and five being answers that suggest the lawyer was inclined to be influenced by the clients.
Based on the responses, we identified a number of themes that we subsequently coded for presence/absence: whether the subject
would discuss the issue further with the relationship partner, whether they would ultimately take the action the relationship
partner proposed, whether they would discuss the issue with colleagues in the firm, whether they referenced the unusual behavior

on the part of the manager, and whether they would elevate the matter within the client corporation. 116

The interview script was common to all participants, although there were a series of career-related questions that varied by level
of seniority. These included a range of questions relating to career history, future directions, relations with clients, assessment
of legal careers, and firm policies and practices. The vignette took two forms, one for partners and one for associates. The basic
facts were the same in each version, but the presentation was changed for associates to avoid associates bypassing the need to
make a decision by referring the issue to their supervising partner.

Based on our analyses of responses to a series of questions 117  relating to client relations (specifically, describing balancing
legal and business interests of clients, working with difficult or pushy clients, and considering *688  an incident in which
the lawyer was required to say “no” to an important client), we observed that lawyers were responding differently across two
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different dimensions: first, whether participants were more or less inclined to talk in terms of the collectivity 118  of the firm
or others in the firm in their responses; and, second, whether participants tended to reference law versus experience to explain

their behavior or decisions. 119  Putting these two dimensions together to form a matrix resulted in four distinct typologies or

identities that are described below in Table 1. These four identities can be summarized as follows: 120  the “Lawyer's Lawyer,”
the “Team Lawyer,” the “Lone Ranger,” and the “Team Player.” Additionally, Table 2 reports numbers of participants by
seniority and gender and typology.

Table 1: Dimensions of Lawyer Ideal Types
Dependence on:

Influenced by: The Law Personal Experience
The Collective Team Lawyer Team Player
(Others in firm/firm)
Self Lawyer's Lawyer Lone Ranger

Table 2: Typology Demographics

Lawyer's Lawyer Lone Ranger Team Lawyer Team Player Total

Position

Associate 7% 47% 27% 20% 100%

Junior Midlevel (10 years partner) 36% 27% 14% 23% 100%

Senior Midlevel (11-20 years partner) 26% 39% 30% 4% 100%

Senior Partner (21+ years partner) 31% 27% 15% 27% 100%

Executive 17% 50% 17% 17% 100%

Tax 50% 14% 21% 14% 100%

Total 29% 32% 21% 18% 100%

Gender

Female 22% 28% 22% 28% 100%

Male 31% 33% 21% 16% 100%

Total N 31 34 22 19

B. The Four Identities

What follows is a more complete description of the four identities. The Lawyer's Lawyer seldom references others in the firm
and talks in terms of the law rather than judgment when describing decisions or actions. For example,
I think that the first .... because our job is provide the legal advice, I think the first thing that you do is you find the legal answers
or the legal interpretation, and then you speak with the client, and your ... you may offer them a range of options and allow them
to choose where on that spectrum they need to be *689  ... but I think you do the legal work first and you allow the client ...

you help the client to understand what their options are and let the client choose where they need to be. 121

Team Lawyers rely on law more than judgment as they describe their work, but in contrast to the Lawyer's Lawyer, they do
talk in terms of the firm and others within it. For example,
There are unfortunately lots of times when we end up telling clients that they can't accomplish their business objective, and we
may propose to them alternate ways of doing things, which come pretty close to achieving their business objective and then see
if the client likes any of those alternative ideas; but in the end you have to be satisfied that it works legally, not just because
we'll be held accountable by that client, but because the work that we do will often be reviewed or reverse engineered or copied
by other people who will look back and try to figure out if we did our job properly or not. We want to maintain our reputation
that we do things properly. I don't think we would want to be associated with helping a client do something that was legally
questionable, and then that tarnishes our reputation in the industry, and other clients then start to think that they might not want

to retain us because they can't count on whether our advice is reliable. 122
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With the Lone Ranger, the identity is once more focused on the individual rather than the collective, but in contrast to the
Lawyer's Lawyer, decisions are framed much more in terms of experience than law. *690  This does not mean that at some
level they do not reference the law (they are, of course, practicing lawyers). Rather, law is not the dominant reference point in
how they explain what they do. For example, in responding to a question about seeking a balance between legal and business
advice, the subject noted,
Your job as the lawyer is to pilot whatever it is from wherever it is that you enter to a successful conclusion, or as successful
as possible in the circumstances; and along the way, depending on who you are and the relationship with your client and your
own experiences, you may or may not be making statements about the business side. In my practice I very often get involved
in that .... And, actually, the clients tend to be quite attentive to those observations, and I find that when they are not attentive
to them, they frequently end up in trouble. I've seen a lot of different things from a different perspective than they have, and

sometimes I ... things that are moving in particular direction, you just know it's going to happen. You know it. 123

Finally, the Team Player identity, as the name implies, reflects recognition of the collectivity of the firm or others in the firm
while still referencing experience more than law. For example,
Interviewer: [Referring to the need sometimes to say no to a client. Are there any factors [that] weigh on your mind when
you're having to do that?

Respondent: I think the major factor is have I missed something? You know, that's the major concern because when you have
something that's sort of ... sometimes it happens. It's completely absurd, but that's the way the legislation is drafted, and you're
always concerned--have I missed something-- or if something works out too well, you know, is it because I don't see the pink
elephant in the room, [because it] just it can't be that good, you know, so I think that's always a major concern, but luckily
there's [sic] people who have more experience than you, and you just, you know, bounce some ideas off them, and see what

their feeling is, and then you kind of gain more comfort in what you're saying. 124

The question now becomes, do these four distinct identities shed any light upon how those same lawyers in large corporate
practice address client relations and demands and how they reach ethical decisions? Do we find any equivalent findings to those

observed with corporate counsel? 125  The next part examines these issues and seeks evidence *691  of those practice trends
addressed in earlier parts of this article that may well influence the lawyer-client relationship.

III. RESULTS: CLIENT-LAWYER RELATIONSHIPS, ETHICAL DECISIONS, AND TRENDS IN LEGAL
PRACTICE

The motivation for this article was the exploration of the interplay among firm, lawyer, and client as individual practitioners
resolve complex ethical decisions. More specifically, how does the traditional model of the autonomous practitioner relate to
these dynamics, and do changes that are occurring in the delivery of legal services affect a lawyer's response to client pressure

in any systematic manner? We focused on the expression “client capture.” 126  Is there evidence of its existence in today's
commercial practice, and, if so, can society rely on the notion of the autonomous professional in order to ensure lawyers resolve
ethical dilemmas in a manner aligned with professional and social expectations (and generally in keeping with their professional
codes of ethics)?

The world we are studying is complex. We know anecdotally that firms vary. What our study demonstrates (see above) is that,
not surprisingly, so too do individual lawyers but in systematic ways not considered before. In this part, we present further
results. First, we relate evidence of client capture among our sample of lawyers. Second, we look to the changes in large
commercial law firm practice described in the academic literature and discussed earlier in this article. Are these changes in
large firm practice reflected in our sample of lawyers and, if so, what might be the significance of such changes to lawyer-
client relations? In our concluding discussion section, we consider the potential effect of observed changes to large commercial
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practice on client capture and, in turn, the manner in which individual professionals reach decisions when faced with ethical
dilemmas.

We note first that the data we discuss come from the same qualitative study described above. 127  Our analysis is multimethod.
The study adopted primarily a qualitative methodology, but where possible, we *692  draw on quantitative analysis of the data
we collected from coding our 106 interviews.

A. Evidence of Client Capture

The conventional definition of client capture is based on direct client influence, usually economic, over the lawyer. Elsewhere
we have proposed that our data suggest we must broaden this definition, as it fails to capture the variety of contexts in which

client influence may arise. 128  In addition to this direct form of client capture (Type 1), client capture also occurs indirectly
where the individual lawyer is unduly influenced by colleagues in the firm who have, for whatever reason, an interest in the
particular file (Type 2). Perhaps those colleagues are also delivering valuable services to the client and see any strong or
unpopular stand by the responsible lawyer as threatening to that relationship. Or the relationship partner may impose her or his
influence upon the responsible lawyer (the lawyer conducting the work). A different form of indirect client capture occurs where
the professional has no direct contact with the representative of the client at all but receives the ““briefing” through another
lawyer in the firm (Type 3). For example, a tax professional is asked to provide advice to the responsible professional about
a specific aspect of the transaction. All information about what the client wishes is then filtered through the representations of
the responsible professional. Finally, client capture may refer to the influence of an individual or a subset of individuals within
the client organization. In this case the responsible lawyer may erroneously conflate the interests of those individuals with the

interests of the client itself (Type 4). 129  This is the context described by Batson in the Enron bankruptcy. 130

We expected that evidence of direct client capture (Type 1) would be difficult to identify in a study of this sort, and this
expectation was correct. While we did ask subjects to discuss difficult dilemmas they had faced in their careers and how they
had resolved them, we expected subjects to be reluctant to describe events where they felt they had been improperly *693
influenced by a client. Subjects did describe conditions that might foster influence of this type; for example, they talked about

very close partnership-type relationships. 131  And when presented with the hypothetical fact situation in the vignette, some
subjects immediately responded that they would do what the client wanted since it was not illegal (an element specifically
stated in the vignette). In one case, for example, a subject did describe circumstances where what appears to be direct client
capture occurred:

But there have been cases where I have swallowed hard and said, “Go ahead and do it.” ... Because it's not
illegal and it's just a matter of you taking advantage of some sloppy work on the other side. It's an arms'

length transaction, they have a lawyer; you have a lawyer, right? 132

In contrast, we found obvious evidence of what we call indirect client capture (both Type 2 and Type 3). In the vignette the
participants were asked to discuss, the relationship partner was exerting pressure upon the subject to do what the client wanted.
A number of the subjects were quite willing to follow that relationship partner's advice (directive). For example,

Well, I don't see anything in what Smith has asked me to do that varies ... or would vary my own analysis of the situation. So if I'm
reading this correctly, you know, I would follow Smith's advice by doing the appropriate memos and notes to file, but I would,

you know, put the advice to the client as I understand it from my review of the situation. Is that what we're talking about? 133

Further, within the structure of a large law firm, pressure from fellow partners to take a particular course of action on behalf of
a client can and does arise. One subject suggested that the subject believed it is more difficult for a partner than an associate to
address these concerns because of the dynamics of the partnership structure. The subject stated,
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That can happen. It's more difficult, I think partner to partner than partner to an associate. The relationship is very different.
It's a lot harder to get rid *694  of partners, but a partner's life can be made miserable within a partnership if you're not getting

along well with the people you have to get along well with. 134

Finally, the responses to the vignette demonstrated evidence of Type 4 client capture. In this case, the majority of subjects failed
to identify that the interests of the manager hiring them were not necessarily the same as those of the client. As few as twenty-
six subjects (of 106) said they would elevate the issue to more senior levels in the client corporation because of concerns for the

manager's behavior (the contact person at the client), and all but three had been practicing law for more than twenty years. 135

For those who did not choose to elevate the issue, many took this approach even when (or despite the fact that) they recognized
the person with whom they were dealing was acting unusually.

At one level, this last result is not particularly surprising since it may well take a more senior person to have the confidence to go

to the next level at the client knowing that such action could well harm the existing client representative-lawyer relations. 136

However, it is also a salutary finding, 137  particularly as we read the words of the Enron bankruptcy report. 138  In the case we
asked subjects to discuss, the manager was acting out of character and was obviously under a good deal of pressure to get the
deal done. This is the very circumstance, rare as it might be, in which it is important to ensure that senior management at the
client and even the client's board are aware of the risk that is being potentially assumed.

*695  Finally, we explored whether there was any relationship between client capture and the four identities we had earlier
observed. In the case of indirect client capture, there are two significant findings. Based on bivariate models, we find that
Lawyer's Lawyers are significantly more likely than other “types” of lawyers to follow the path suggested by the relationship

partner. 139  In contrast, those subjects whom we identify as Lone Rangers were significantly less likely to do so. 140

The Lawyer's Lawyers are those who are relatively low on the “collectivity” continuum and are more likely to reference law
versus experience. They are also the lawyers more inclined to appease the client if asked to do so by the relationship partner
(Type 2 client capture). At first this may seem counterintuitive. Yet when we examine their responses qualitatively, we find
that they describe their actions in terms of setting boundaries around their role. Their task is to “do law.” It is the client's role to
“do business.” And, as long as there is nothing illegal about the proposition presented to them, they are comfortable with a role
that provides the manager at the client with the assurance they request. However, this is not a study of legality but rather ethical
decision making. And by only considering the narrow confines of legality, the Lawyer's Lawyer may be allowing unethical
practices to occur by defining them as lying outside of his or her purview. When we examine the Lone Ranger, however, we
find the opposite trend, and perhaps this is more expected. Here is a person who is guided by experience and is not influenced
by the collectivity--and is thus not prepared to follow the suggestions (directions) even of the relationship partner if this is not
what he or she believes to be correct.

We also investigated the relationship between our four identities and the fourth type of client capture--where the lawyer confuses
the manager who gives instructions with the client. Here, we did not find any significant relationship. Instead, we found (as
is stated above) that it was years of experience that significantly affected lawyers' actions, with the most senior lawyers, those

practicing for more than twenty years, who were more likely to elevate the issue at the client. 141

*696 B. Evidence of Suggested Changes in Legal Practice

In this section, we present the results of the study in terms of evidence of the changes to legal practice described earlier in
this article. We look at four elements that were selected both because they represent trends already discussed in the academic
literature and because each one has obvious implications for the perceived dependency of an individual lawyer and the law
firm on the client base. The four factors are the changing role of corporate counsel; mobility of lawyers either voluntarily
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(for example, lateral moves) or involuntary (lack of job security); increasing competition; and, finally, the pressure to be
“businesslike,” which is, in turn, enhanced by the impact of technology.

1. The Impact of Corporate Counsel

The relationship between the lawyer in private practice and corporate counsel is complex and, as has already been observed, 142

has been recognized as such for many years. 143  In this study, our subjects identified two aspects of the relationship that are of
importance to the present analysis. First, our subjects noted that the existence of corporate counsel, as the person with whom
much of the contact occurs, simplifies the client-lawyer relationship, particularly in complex matters. Corporate counsel are,
after all, often skilled and experienced lawyers who understand the legal issues and the respective roles each person plays.
For example,
With the level of work that I'm doing, I'm working a lot for either senior executives or general counsel, so they are people who
are knowledgeable about the quality of work that you, and that's what they're looking for. They're not looking for someone
who takes them to the baseball games, so I think it is the quality of service and the level of work that we can do for them, the

creative solutions that I can bring to them for things. 144

Corporate counsel also can act as buffer between manager and lawyer when it comes to the delivery of less than desired news.
One subject noted the following:

*697  Also, you know, people get excited and then they calm down. You have to use some .... I've never had
that kind of interchange with a client who had an in-house counsel, okay, because in those cases, happily,

the in-house counsel bears the brunt .... 145

Second, however, there exists the risk that the relationship between lawyer and corporate counsel might become of sufficient
comfort or familiarity as to detract from the appropriate level of professional autonomy or skepticism on the part of lawyer.
For example, subjects in our study would quite rightly describe institutions such as banks and other financial entities as highly
sophisticated with equally sophisticated internal legal departments. But coming to a relationship with a prior belief in the
efficacy of in-house counsel's requests might also lead the corporate lawyer to a false sense of security about the information
provided by the client. There is a reason a client briefs outside counsel and that should not be, for example, merely to “rubber-
stamp” the in-house counsel's opinion.

Finally, it was apparent that lawyers in our study saw changes in the relationship with corporate counsel that directly affected
their work. One subject described (through a specific example) a shift from her or his (the lawyer in the private law firm) role

as “wise counselor” that was alluded to by earlier observers, 146  to a more commercial-type relationship. For example,
We were [in the past] doing everything for them here. There was such an incredible relationship with the in-house lawyers.
They knew that we were there to help them, and they didn't put any lawyer there. 1 had that blank check thing .... But now the

same client, different people, totally different approach. 147

Another subject identified the risk from in-house counsel “cherry picking” work and perhaps deliberately attempting to keep
the outside lawyer out of the full picture. This has obvious inherent risks of which this particular lawyer was fully cognizant;
the subject noted,
I'm just dealing with one now that ... you know, they want to negotiate a transaction or what not themselves like with their in-
house counsel, and so what they [in-house counsel] do is whenever they have a question they might *698  like send an e-mail
or call and, oh, I have an urgent question, and they describe to you the situation and want you to give an answer, but you're not
in possession of all the facts and, you know, then they come back a day later or a few hours later with like another twist to the ...
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and they just won't let you in. You know ... they'll give you like a little, you know ... here's this tiny little nugget of information;
“What should I do?”--and you're like ... and they don't want to give you the big picture so you're stuck ... you know, of course,

you have to say to them, “You know, based on what you've told me, this is what I think,” but it's very frustrating .... 148

In sum, not surprisingly, our subjects observed changes in the manner in which corporate counsel interacted with outside
counsel. These shifts can be positive in that working with highly sophisticated lawyers in the client corporation eases
communications. Such relationships, however, also can reduce required professional skepticism. Finally, corporate counsel are
seen to be increasing pressure on outside lawyers in terms of costs and efficiency. In part, this trend imposes pressures to deliver
services in a more “commercial” manner than the past and threatens the “wise counselor” role, as had been suggested would be

the case by Wilkins. 149  While the corporate counsel quite correctly ““filter” the information flow from the client to the outside
lawyer, this filtering also may cross the line from appropriate to inappropriate and in this respect we see the potential for the
fourth form of client capture arising; that is, the outside lawyer may assume the information fully represents the interests of
the client. And this may not always be the case.

2. Lawyer Mobility

Lawyer mobility, whether resulting from choice or duress, challenges the historic notion of the law firm as a collection of

individual practitioners bound for the entirety of their careers by the partnership structure, shared values, and trust. 150  If
increasing numbers of lawyers see their careers playing out in several firms, and if many view themselves as vulnerable to
dismissal, the focus on individual performance increases commensurately. And if this trend occurs, we hypothesize, so does
the potential for the client to exert pressure on that individual lawyer.

*699  The data we report in this section come from two sources. First, they come from questions about future career plans. We
asked all subjects who were classified as associates or midcareer partners whether they might consider making a lateral move
in the future and what factors might influence such a decision. Second, subjects provided accounts of actual moves and usually
provided reasons. Close to sixty percent of the subjects in our study had moved at some stage in their career, although many
had done so either very early and as associates or because of changes to the firm that forced the decision. But there were several
who had made a move that today is typically described as ““lateral;” they elected to move from one firm to another as partner
and for voluntary and personal reasons. A number of others did not rule out a lateral movement in their future.

For those subjects who indicated they might move in the future, responses fell into one of two categories. First, they stated they
might move if conditions changed where they presently were; or, second, if opportunities (often monetary although sometimes,

as one person said, for the “intangibles,” such as fit 151 ) were significantly better elsewhere. For those lawyers who said they
would not consider moving, the rationale was typically expressed in terms of not being convinced the “grass was greener”

elsewhere. 152  For example one subject noted, “I'm entering the cherry picking stage because I got to a point from a market
reputation perspective, from a client perspective, from a practice perspective that I have value, and so would I move laterally?

I'd never dismiss it.” 153  Alternatively, another subject noted, “I think it's very unlikely, having worked at other firms. I don't
think that the grass is necessarily greener anywhere else. I quite like this place. It gives me everything that I need and, you know,

no, I don't think so.” 154  We also sought evidence of what a lateral *700  move meant in terms of lawyer-client relationships.

The expectation appears to be that the lawyer, at least at the partner level, 155  will move (be “cherry picked”) for their own
talents and their client base. For example, one subject noted, “As long as you have some clients and the ability to attract more

clients, you'll always be somewhat flexible to move[;]” 156  another subject noted, “I was able to move firm because of my

ability to bring work.” 157  There was clear recognition that successful lawyers will enter a period in their careers in which they

might expect offers from other firms, as was expressed above. 158
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Looking more closely at those partners who said they might become a “lateral” gives greater insight into their focus on client
relations. One subject, who had moved several times earlier in the subject's career and had become a full-equity partner for the
first time with the subject's current firm within the past few years, described an approach to client relations in this way: “[y]ou

have to be able to find solutions to your clients' needs.” 159  The subject claimed to offer a “high level of ... client service” and
talked of out-of-country lawyers referring clients to them as a gauge of the subject's reputation, noting, “They know that I'll be
fully attentive to their client, that the client won't be neglected, and that I will make sure that the billing arrangements are such

that the client ... it works for the client.” 160  The need to establish close client relations was expressed by another subject who
was a “lateral” hire as follows: “[a]s a lateral hire, as they would call me .... I mean, I've learned my lesson--[clients] are your
most important asset, and it's incumbent on you to make sure that you keep close to those clients so that nobody else really

takes over that *701  client.” 161  Clients are seen to be the currency of mobility and maintaining close relations with those

clients is particularly important. 162

The partnership, by dint of its legal structure, is built on the notion of trust; 163  trust that individual partners will act in the best

interests of fellow partners and of the partnership as a whole. 164  We asked participants a series of questions about risk taking
by lawyers and how their firm approached this; as a follow up question, we also asked whether they could or would be able to
identify lawyers who were more “edgy” in the manner in which they practiced in the firm. These questions go to the heart of
how the firm's bureaucracy might control for behavior that is potentially unethical. For the most part, subjects reported that the
requirement that firm members often work with others provided adequate knowledge and protection; the firm simply would not

tolerate improper behavior. 165  However, the lateral hire was sometimes seen as challenging this notion. The majority of new

lawyers are tested over a *702  period of many years before admission to the partnership ranks. 166  While new lateral hires will
be known to at least some in the partnership, they are not people who have built their practice as members of the partnership. If
they bring clients with them, others in the firm are unlikely to have been able to observe the client-lawyer relationship over time.

In our sample, laterals were sometimes viewed with caution. 167  This was expressed both speculatively and volunteered in
terms of explicit examples. One lawyer specifically contrasted “home grown” partners with lateral hires and expressed unease
with the latter, noting the following:

Cut corners, yeah. Oh, that wouldn't be tolerated. If we knew that that was the case, we would hope that no
one would get into that position if they spent their career here and came up through the way we train them
and the way we select them, but I suppose it's more likely to happen with laterals where you don't *703
quite know how they practiced, and we would have .... [w]e would try to deal with it; but, ultimately, if we

couldn't deal with it, we would have to sever the relationship. 168

In two other cases, actual examples of partners whose practice styles may have caused discomfort were provided. The subject
noted, “[t]he second person ... that person was a lateral hire and, interestingly enough, there were comments about--‘See, this

is why we grow our own and we don't hire laterally.”’ 169  Another subject noted, “I would say that I've seen a couple of ......

our [X practice area 170  partners are more ... are greater risk-takers than some of the others, and they're ones that we've brought

in on laterals ....” 171

The second form of lawyer mobility arises when partners are asked to leave, and this has obvious implications not only for firm
culture and trust but also for client relations and the pressure to retain clients in particular. Lawyers in our study report that
usually others are asked to leave because they are not contributing adequately economically to the firm. This was not the focus
of our study, and we did not ask those lawyers in our sample who had made relatively late-life moves if these were “voluntary.”
Nonetheless, the insecurity of the partnership tenure was expressed by several subjects. For example, when asked directly
whether equity partners are being “eased out the door” for lack of performance, one relatively junior (and successful) partner
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responded: “Absolutely .... [a]nd it's happening, unfortunately, all over the city, and it's a shame. It's really a shame ....” 172

This insecurity also was not expressed as an abstract concept unrelated to the partner's personal circumstances:

[S]o I question whether my practice would still be around ... but I don't think I would be very secure here if
[practice area] blew up completely. I wouldn't be able to demonstrate to other partners that I had a practice

that was sustainable in a way that I could contribute to the partnership. 173

*704  Another partner was in the midst of just such a downturn in the partner's practice area after a lengthy and successful
career. At several stages in the interview concerns for a future in the firm were expressed:

It's been very quiet this year but, historically speaking, it's a very reliable and active practice area. We're
talking today at a time when I'm a little less optimistic than I've been. I mean, it's been a difficult year to not
be as busy as I'm used to. So, as you get more senior, you know, you get more anxious about how things
will play out; and if I were to be quiet for three years, you know, as a fifty-something partner I would feel

vulnerable, even though this firm is highly successful. 174

This same subject was very eloquent in expressing an understanding of mobility in today's law firms. 175

In sum, mobility, whether voluntary or involuntary, is a trend recognized by the subjects in our study. Further, they described
consequences of this trend that directly affect notions of trust within the firms and that impose strong pressure on individuals to
retain clients, whether to increase their own personal economic value or to avoid dismissal. Where individuals feel pressured,
there will always exist the risk that boundaries may be crossed in order to maintain relationships.

3. Increasing Competition

Increased competition between legal service providers was an inevitable consequence of the various economic crises of the

twenty-first century 176  and the well-documented rise in use of corporate counsel. 177  For the purposes of the present discussion,
its relevance comes in terms of *705  perceived pressure to retain or acquire clients, which in turn will arguably lead to pressure

to please those same clients. Pressure from competition was referenced by participants at all levels of experience in the study, 178

and this pressure was experienced in a number of different forms; for example, increased specialization and corporate counsel

imposing cost constraints. 179  While one subject observed that “the new generation of lawyers will in fact be in a position to

be more sensitive to the economics of the file[,]” 180  for the most part, subjects expressed serious concerns that relate directly
to the focus of this article.

Senior lawyers were particularly concerned about the effect of increased competitiveness on junior lawyers. They understood
the pressure junior lawyers are under in order to attract, please, and retain clients, not only for themselves personally, but also
to ensure they are good colleagues within the firm--to keep other partners' clients content. For example, one subject noted,
It's become enormously competitive. You know, we have now many big law firms that have ... are run by big ... as big businesses
and that sort of stuff. ... It relates to the competition and that sort of stuff .... We've done well from a practice point of view.
We've got major clients ... but ... so we don't see those pressures, but I see when I go down a level in our firm to the people who
are ten years below me who ... or fifteen years below me, and you see them and they have so much more pressure on them to
get their own client base, to be perceived to be paid top dollar, both within the firm and externally ... how does that work with
the clients, because again I think there's much more pressure on young people not to make a client mistake. I'm not going to
say to them ... to say ... you know, give the client the advice that they want, even if the wrong advice; but any service mistake,
any ... you know, you missed something, you know, or your associates missed something, you know, there's just a much more

of a competitive pressure that we're seeing .... 181
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This recognition that pressure might be felt differently at different stages of the career was referenced several times by senior
lawyers; for example, “I don't know what I would have said fifteen years ago, but I *706  would not do this. It's not worth it. That

would be my view.” 182  Another subject noted, “like this would have been a harder question for me to answer seven or eight

years ago .... I don't know if I would have done differently, but I would have found it a harder question to answer.” 183  While
other senior lawyers pointed to increased competition as the basis for their concern, interestingly, this last lawyer attributes
reduced difficulty in handling the issue to the subject's own level of experience:

If you've ever had a close call, then that tells you something, and then post-Enron, you really do understand
that the client is xyz, not the relationship person, and that I have a responsibility to all my partners, not just
Smith [the hypothetical relationship partner in the vignette], and so it then becomes pretty easy to do the

right thing, which is convenient. 184

Much of the concern expressed by younger lawyers in our sample related to lifestyle issues that are a direct consequence of the
highly competitive environment in which they practice. It is not a stretch to assume that those who feel somewhat abused by
the current system might eventually cut ethical corners to please clients or that sheer workload might affect one's capacity to
make sound decisions. Such conditions were expressed graphically by one junior midlevel partner as follows:

[Y]ou're tired, you're stressed and you're not who you are as a person. You know, if I find I'm losing myself
as a person because I'm just working too hard, that might be something I would ... at some point say, you
know what, I'm going to die and don't know how many years do I really want to be that person I've become.

So if I find that I've become someone else than I think I am .... 185

Sometimes the pressures of competition were expressed in terms of the loss of the traditional notion of a profession and, in this
context, direct references were made to the pressure to please and retain clients. At the end of each interview, all subjects were
asked if we had omitted any issues relating to the relationship among firm, lawyer, and client. This was what one lawyer from
a firm known to be particularly focused on economic performance by its members, volunteered:

*707  Well, I think that the profession is changing, and I'm not sure ““profession” is necessarily the
right word for it anymore. It's becoming more and more of a business ... but the landscape is changing
very dramatically, you know; and to go back to something I said earlier--you know, there's no longer that
mystique about the lawyer. We don't sort of sit around in our oak pen boardrooms necessarily drinking tea
or drinking scotch, depending on the time of day. You know, it's a much more competitive environment
now. I mean, I suspect that it's sometimes more difficult to make these sorts of complex decisions because
it's so much more competitive. People are so much more worried about the prospects of losing a client. We
used to be trusted advisors, and increasingly we're seen more as technicians and, you know, I think probably

most law firms are struggling with that transition in trying to figure out how to conduct themselves. 186

These concerns were also expressed by associates considering their own future in private practice. For example, one associate,
who knew a partnership position was likely to be offered relatively soon, discussed how senior members of the firm had
described changes to the way law is practiced:

I often like talking to the older people, and I talk to some people here that are pushing retirement age, and
so I have a very good rapport with them. They talk very openly and freely with me because they have
nothing .... [W]hy would they not otherwise? There's no competition; there's nothing on the way out, and
if I have a personal relationship, that's valuable. They want to speak freely with me, and then they tell me
how much the practice has changed, that until 2000 it was stable in terms of personalities of firms, work
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ethic, the deal between firm and associate and firm and partner, and its business remains stable. But the

world has become a lot harsher since 2000, a lot harsher, and particularly I'd say in the profession .... 187

The concern this associate felt goes to the heart of what it means to be a professional today and the importance, in particular,
of pleasing the client. For example, the associate noted,

[Y]ou have to think of yourself as sort of a mini-business, and does it fit in with this business plan, and does it fit in with what
you expect of your life, and the tough thing for me to take on that on the personal level is because one of my qualities just in
personality is loyalty. Everybody knows I'm loyal to my family. I'm loyal to my friends. I'm a very loyal, loyal, loyal person,
and so it's .... I'm loyal to my clients and I can, you know, work until 3 a.m. for them, and so it's tough to look at, but you also
have to realize that it's the profession that ... and the way all firms are evolving now, they'll take as much as you can give; and
if you're the type of person who ... it's difficult to say no, it's just going to take *708  and take and take, and so at a certain
point you need to take a step back and say, “Well, what I can lose if I do that.” I'm not there yet, but if there's a conversation

or something, I'd say--and I say it very openly even on tape .... 188

Very clearly, the concern once more is for the personal cost today's practice demands impose. Subjects talked, as did the junior
midlevel partner above, of the possibility of “losing” themselves. In part, this concern relates to issues of quality of life, but it
is also far more. Subjects were fearful of what the need to please clients will do to their own ideal of a lawyer. We can only
assume that in the case of the associate, this concern comes not only from conversations with senior partners, but also from six
years of observing the price exacted of other lawyers in the firm.

One last pressure from competition has not been as well described in the literature, although its presence is inevitable given
the trends overall in the economy. As one subject noted,
[B]ecause of globalization ... like my competitors sometimes on deals aren't even firms from here. They're firms from elsewhere
and try ... like I do a deal with Australia, England, Canada[.] I'm bidding against firms in other countries to get that, so that skill
of talking, selling what you have to do to get the file. We don't have many doers as it used to be years and years ago when it
was institutional clients that used to stay at the same law firm. Bills weren't that contested from what I hear of, you know, very

senior partners. It wasn't as ... it's tougher now, so you need to have those skills to be successful. 189

In sum, what lawyers in our study describe is often extraordinary pressure from what is perceived to be an increasingly
competitive environment. Older lawyers express concern for how this affects the ability of their younger partners in particular
to maintain the ethical values of the traditional legal partnership. Younger lawyers are concerned for the negative effect they
see on their own lifestyles and the ability to practice law as they originally assumed they would. Underlying these concerns
is the fear that in an increasingly competitive environment “something will have to give.” Lawyers recognize that they must
satisfy client needs in order to retain files and meet the economic goals of the firm. These are the conditions under which ethical
choices become difficult.

*709  4. The Pressure to Be “Businesslike”

The last trend in law firm practice raised in this article relates closely to the increased competition for legal services and

was alluded to in several of the quotes from subjects above, 190  namely, the need to be ““businesslike.” 191  The common
interpretation of this expression is that the lawyer must understand the business of the client, provide advice that meets those
business needs, and in a time-sensitive and efficient manner: “giving timely service, good practical advice, you know, that

reflects sort of the client's needs, you know, in a timely manner, and sort of being accessible and responsive.” 192  In principle,
this is not controversial and as economic power shifts between the respective parties, law firms' attention to these qualities will
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become more or less focused. The desire to provide such service potentially imposes pressures on lawyers that may test ethical
boundaries, which is relevant to this study. There are several contexts in which this potential may exist.

Part of the tension in the term “businesslike” comes from the degree to which the lawyer might be required to step outside the
role of legal counselor to that of business advisor. Many lawyers see a clear demarcation between providing business and legal

advice that they will not cross. 193  Others have no such difficulty. 194  Yet lawyers are hired for *710  their legal training, and
it is their membership in the legal profession that gives them economic and social value and gives rise to ethical responsibilities.

And where lawyers do proffer business advice to clients, 195  and adopt language that suggests a role as business partner, 196

arguably there is a risk 197  that they ultimately will reach decisions, and ethical decisions in particular, more aligned with those
of managers than of the legal professional. This result was observed with corporate counsel who were close to the strategic

decision-making function of the firm. 198  Lawyers may assume a more managerial than professional identity and resolve ethical

issues more as a manager than as a lawyer. 199

The expression “businesslike” also refers to different aspects of legal practice. For example, it is used for what might be

described as legal project management; the lawyer manages the various professional *711  components of the “deal” team. 200

In this respect, the role may not be very different from the leadership role assumed by the lead partner in major litigation. One
subject noted:

I think more and more clients are expecting us to be business advisors as well as project managers, and so
our role as lawyers, I think, it is expanding broadly and fast beyond just answering legal questions to also
managing huge projects and deal teams. So we're often the ones charged with managing the accountants,
the ... like geologists, the independent experts, the bankers, as well as do the legal work, so ... and I think
it's just more services that we're providing to our client, and they want you to be sort of a trusted advisor
and to ... you're sort of the one that they can tell everything to whereas they may not feel that they can tell
everything to their accountants all the time or right from the start, so I think they're really looking for legal
expertise, but that's, I think, now considered a given, and the next thing that they want from you is that sort

of extra project management and business advice. 201

The concerns here do not flow from the task of project management per se, which fall squarely into the camp of “someone has
to do it.” Rather these concerns arise where the lawyers literally think of themselves (adopt an identity) as part of the client-
management team and not as a lawyer.

An analysis of the comments from those subjects who were current members of the national executive team of their firm
about what makes a “successful” commercial lawyer today provides important insight into the pressures to be businesslike. The
responses focused heavily on client relations. Subjects noted, for example, factors like “an ability to relate to clients, which I

think is part of that--putting yourself in the client's position ....” 202  or “it's all about trying to assist the client in achieving their

goals.” 203  Alternatively, another subject noted,
If you were working in a large firm environment, you are fundamentally a business advisor. If you don't understand that and
don't understand that what the client is looking for is not just the quality of your legal advice, in my view, *712  but also your

business acumen, your business judgment, you're missing something. 204

Some caution should be applied to how the expression “business advisor” is interpreted here. A different executive expanded
on this concept by noting,
[Y]ou have to understand what clients want in terms of ... there's a difference between substituting the client's business judgment
for your own or your own for the client's, which is something one should not do, and understanding the client's goals and
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aspirations and trying to become a partner in getting there. So you have to really understand the business objectives of the client

and identify with them. 205

But it remains the case that the message can become blurred, as we see from the interpretations of the earlier associate. 206

The other key element of the businesslike concept is the focus on the lawyer's drive and ability to rapidly respond to the client.
This focus links with the competitive nature of the practice. Lawyers need, as one subject noted,
[a s]ense of urgency, sense of enthusiasm. Yeah, I mean, in this market right now if you're not worrying about your clients being
pinched, being, you know, scooped, you know, you're not acting the part. You know, the response time has to be ... there's just

a heightened sense of competitiveness in the marketplace right now. 207

As another subject noted,

[I]t's drive, ambition, willingness to work hard, needing to be focused on business development and marketing, product and
service delivery and being innovative in terms of ideas and solutions for your client. I mean, you can go out and hire a competent

lawyer almost at any firm you walk into. 208

Of significance, these qualities are seen (again, by a member of a national executive team) to result in client loyalty to the
individual lawyer and not necessarily the firm. As noted,

*713  I think it's a function of what value-added can you bring to the client. That's what they want. They want something
different, and that's why a lot of clients aren't necessarily loyal to a firm like they were twenty or thirty years ago. They're loyal

to the best person in a particular area who's the go-to person for tax or securities, or employment law or something. 209

These features were seen by many in our study to represent the most profound changes to the way in which law is practiced.
For example, one associate described the successful lawyer in these terms: “So being there with them 24/7--you know, the
BlackBerry, the access all the time, the feeling that you're with them, it's huge; and if you can't get that part of it, it's getting

to be very hard to get a client's trust, you know.” 210  This same associate, a lawyer with nine years' experience in the firm,
explained that the junior lawyers must first apply these practices to the partner with whom they work, and, indeed, this is how
they evaluated their own junior associates and determined whether they were ready for direct client contact, noting, “if they
can get it with me, then I feel like I can let them communicate directly with clients because at that point I can see the way they

respond and they deal with things. So it's a skill set.” 211

The risks that flow from a need to deliver legal services rapidly and at any time of the day or night are well documented. 212

Superimposing unrelenting time pressures on top of the other aspects of “businesslike” delivery of legal services defines client-
lawyer relations in a manner that can blur the line between law and business and shapes how lawyers view themselves. We
leave the final words on this key shift in practice to two associates. The first noted that “[i]f you're in a private practice, you
have to deliver your answer quickly--quality. You have to make decisions. You have to become a business partner of your

client.” 213  The second summed this up as follows:

*714  Ultimately, this is a business, right, so you've got to bring in the business, manage those client
relationships, continue to look for new relationships, build up your network, all those sort of soft skills that
... it's sort of hard to teach, but you ultimately need them for this type of work because ultimately we're
practitioners here. We're salespeople as well. We have to sell our services. So I think that's become a much

more critical focus now, especially sort of a transition from sort of the partnership .... 214
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CONCLUSION

This article explores the interplay among firm, lawyer, and client using data from a study of lawyers in large commercial law
firms. It is situated within a context that recognizes the importance of the client relationship and, in particular, the market
pressures faced by lawyers, which may lead to decisions that are not always consistent with the ethical obligations of the
profession.

The discussion has been focused upon two particular elements: first, how do these concerns relate to the concept of the
autonomous professional? Here we consider what this concept might mean in today's professional practice and whether we

still can rely on the assurances provided by Smigel 215  when he talked of the bureaucracy and professional value of the

firms themselves providing the structure that allows lawyers to act in a manner consistent with professional obligations. 216

Alternatively, might we be concerned, as Heinz and Laumann 217  were, that the pressure of the commercial client compromises

the ability to behave as society expects? 218  In fact, our observations here and elsewhere 219  suggest a more complex world

and one more akin to that which Silbey et al. 220  have proposed. Here, some professionals are more *715  pragmatic and

tend to resolve issues in a manner that is generally in compliance with professional norms, although, 221  as we see here and

elsewhere, 222  not always.

Our goal was to find evidence of a concept directly related to that of the autonomous professional--client capture. 223  We did
so while considering shifting trends in practice that have been observed over the past perhaps thirty years but at an increasing
pace since the financial crises of this century. Our analysis revealed that lawyers in large commercial practices in Canada are
experiencing many of the changes identified in the literature, and they identify that at times, these changes might be affecting
their ability to respond to client pressure in a manner consistent with the expectations of the autonomous professional. We also
observed systematic differences in the ways that lawyers construct their identities, and based on both qualitative and quantitative
approaches, we found some relationships between these identities and the ways in which lawyers resolve ethical dilemmas. Of
course our statistical analysis was limited by our sample size, and thus our conclusions are tentative.

We began by adopting a more complex model of client capture, 224  and we certainly found evidence of all forms among our
subjects. While the traditional notion of client capture focuses on the two-party relationship, that of the lawyer and client, our
findings emphasize that we must consider it in the context of the complexity of a large law firm. Individual lawyers may feel
pressure exerted not only directly by the client, but more subtly and indirectly from the relationship partner or other lawyers
in the firm with whom they share client work (Type 2 client capture). Indeed, they may have no contact at all with a manager
at the client but feel pressure indirectly through the member of the firm with client contact (Type 3 client capture). In relation
to the influence of the relationship partner, we found significant numbers of lawyers in our sample prepared to take action that
was consistent with that person's requests, even in the face of obvious discomfort. This was particularly evident among those
*716  lawyers exhibiting the Lawyer's Lawyer identity, and this seemed to be because they were comfortable interpreting their

role in a very prescribed, “legalistic” fashion. Lawyer's Lawyers drew clear boundaries between law and business, and they
were comfortable leaving the business decisions to the client. While in many cases it might be correct to focus on law alone,
using our ethical vignette as exemplar, this meant the lawyers overlooked the unusual pressure of the manager with whom they
were working and ignored the possibility that the needs of the actual client, the corporation, were potentially different (Type 4
client capture). This might be similar behavior to that described by Batson in the Enron bankruptcy report where, in searching
for an explanation for the practices of the attorneys, he suggested,
[T]hese attorneys saw their role in very narrow terms, as an implementer, not a counselor. That is, rather than conscientiously
raising known issues for further analysis by a more senior officer or the Enron Board or refusing to participate in transactions
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that raised such issues, these lawyers seemed to focus only on how to address a narrow question or simply to implement a

decision (or document a transaction). 225

Certainly, we observed significant evidence of lawyers conflating the interests of the manager with that of the client, a second

explanation suggested by Batson. 226  While we did not find significant differences among the four identities in terms of this
approach, those who did recognize the true client (and client interests) as being those of the corporation and therefore expressed
a willingness to elevate the issue to higher levels, were almost consistently more senior members of the profession. While this
may not be a surprising result, it is important. Clearly this, even after the findings from Enron, remains a significant issue for
legal practice--a significant form of ““client capture”--among the lawyers we studied.

The trends in practice that others have described were recognizable to the lawyers in our sample. Not surprisingly given the ever-

changing role of corporate counsel, 227  we found varying reactions to the effect of in-house counsel on commercial practice.
One particular issue might be of concern to today's firms. Where clients are seen to be sophisticated--for example, large financial
institutions--and the responsible lawyers interact with *717  senior in-house counsel, there appears to be a degree of comfort
in the relationship that could, under the wrong circumstances, lead the lawyer to be less than rigorous in evaluating the client's
expressed wishes. In-house counsel are members of the same “club” or profession; they speak the same language; and they
will, in these cases, often be senior and seen to be highly skilled. They should be respected and trusted but only to a certain
degree. They are hiring the outside lawyer not to confirm what they wish (although that may, in practice, be their desire) but
to give independent professional advice.

All the other trends we observed in practice from our sample reflect one general proposition: the practice of law is increasingly
demanding and competitive for individual practitioners in large corporate firms. Whether this is reflected in the need to be
“businesslike” or in a lack of job security, there is no doubt that those we interviewed saw a world of considerable pressure,
not only at a firm level, but for them personally. Moreover the traditional “cradle-to-grave” notion of a legal career has long
since disappeared, not only because firms themselves evolve, merge, and takeover others, but because individual lawyers see
the market for their services as including all law firms, with lateral moves often a reasonable expectation.

Looking more closely at each of these trends, there is a further common thread. In each case, the focus is upon the individual
lawyer's relations with clients either directly or through the bureaucracy of the firm. This focus is expressed most explicitly
when we deconstruct the expression “businesslike” and see how lawyers interpret this in a manner that blurs the distinction
between the practice of law as a profession and as a business. Further, competition is addressed in terms of satisfying clients
and meeting client needs. Mobility, whether through choice or otherwise, is built around client value and retention.

The qualitative methodology of this study does not allow us to analyze actual ethical decision making in the manner of the prior

study of corporate counsel. 228  The methodology does, however, describe the conditions where client influence and, we argue,
client capture, may flourish. Further, as we assess responses from individual counsel, we can observe what appear to be subtle
shifts from a legal to a business focus. And if we return to the four identities, we can see that each one may potentially respond
to client pressure in different ways. Their differing degrees of *718  reliance on the collectivity of the firm and those within
it and their reference to law versus experience in explaining behavior or decisions must inevitably lead to different approaches
and outcomes overall. And if we think back to the debates between Smigel and Heinz and Laumann, and the role of the firm
in protecting professional autonomy, neither seems particularly relevant today. The world of legal practice has become more
complex, and thus our model for understanding legal practice must evolve, much as Silbey suggests.

What are the most important messages from this study? It is naive to consider that in a highly competitive world of legal services,
individual service providers will not fall prey to the same issues that befell the Enron lawyers. In our hypothetical problem, a
large majority of lawyers simply failed to identify the need to elevate an issue that was of clear significance to the corporation
as a whole. They could see the pressure the manager was under. They could see that there were no legal impediments to giving
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their advice. Yet many failed to see that they, as lawyers, have a broader function than solely delivering focused legal advice for
clients. Some may believe this takes lawyers outside the realm of their professional responsibilities. They are there to practice
law not business. But if the failures of the last fifteen years have taught us anything, it is that a silo approach to the delivery
of professional services leaves far too much to fall through the cracks. The following excerpt from one very successful lawyer
is illustrative of this point:

Where the lawyers tend to come in is when we're structuring the deal, where we're packing up all these
mortgages, and then turning them into a security, which is then sold to the public; and it's at that point
when all these mortgages are actually wrapped up and ready to be sold that the lawyers come in and start
structuring the deal. So is there an obligation on us to look back and see how all of those mortgages got
originated? I would say no. In terms of taking those mortgages and turning them into a securitized product
that can get sold to the marketplace, that's where we sort of come into play and ... there's no obligation on us
to diligence the assets before they arrive. We would paper it up. We would make sure that the transaction

complied with all necessary law. 229

There were, no doubt, multiple teams of lawyers (and other professionals) engaged at various stages of the construction and
sale of the complex financial instruments that the respondent described. If each person *719  interpreted his or her professional
responsibilities as extending solely to the boundaries of a limited number of specific technical tasks, the risk existed that no
one was responsible for reviewing and perhaps questioning the entirety of the exercise other than those who were invested in
the creation of the original plan. The outcome of such lack of critical challenge became, unfortunately, all too apparent in the
years that followed. There is value to the notion of the “wise counselor,” as our senior lawyers observed. But it also may come
at a significant cost. The challenge for law firms is to create an environment that gets the best from healthy competition for
legal services but also prevents the downside.

One final observation is of particular relevance to the management of law firms. Our work demonstrates that not all lawyers
are the same. We find variation in the extent to which lawyers rely on law and in the ways in which they rely on their peers.
And we find that aspects of lawyer identity and experience are indeed related to client capture in its various forms. While we
might be tempted to focus our attention on only those “types” of lawyers who appear most likely to show weakness in the face

of client or peer pressure, Silbey's 230  recent work on compliance offers an important insight. She argues that organizations
benefit from the heterogeneity of perspectives, approaches, and priorities of its leaders and employees, because when situated
together, they balance each other out. Thus the partner whose decisions tend to be more rule bound is counterbalanced by one
whose decisions tend to rely more on experience. The implication is that diversity of identity strengthens organizations, and
such diversity should be encouraged rather than stifled.
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58 Silbey, Pragmatic Regulation, supra note 57, at 3 (“[A] pragmatic actor [is one] who sees her work and herself as a link in a complex

web of unfolding transactions and processes.”).

59 Id. at 5 (citing a 2011 work by Rodrigo Canales).

60 Gordon, supra note 42, at 1239.

61 See, e.g., Arthur R. Wyatt, Accounting Professionalism: They Just Don't Get It!, 18 ACCT. HORIZONS 45 (2004); Stephen A. Zeff,

How the U.S. Accounting Profession Got Where It Is Today: Part II, 17 ACCT. HORIZONS 267 (2003).
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62 Section 201 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act was specifically designed to prohibit firms auditing public corporations from also providing

a range of non-audit services. Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, Pub. L. No. 107-204, 116 Stat. 745 (codified in scattered sections of

15 & 18 U.S.C.).

63 The initial reduction in number but increase in size of the major accounting firms was due to mergers in the late 1980s and the 1990s

with the following: first, (in North America) the merger of Ernst & Whitney with Arthur Young to form Ernst & Young and Deloitte;

then, Haskins & Sells with Touche Ross to create Deloitte & Touche (now Deloitte) to result in the Big Six; and, then Coopers &

Lybrand and Price Waterhouse to create PricewaterhouseCoopers (now PwC), which left the Big Five. This number was reduced to

the Big Four in 2002 with the effective end of Arthur Andersen following its conviction for obstruction of justice, which meant that

as a convicted felon, it could no longer conduct audits. See Donna M. Nagy, The SEC at 70: Playing Peekaboo with Constitutional

Law: The PCAOB and Its Public/Private Status, 80 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 975, 990 n.69 (2005).

64 The very heated debate included the American Bar Association, Commission on Multidisciplinary Practice.

Commission on Multidisciplinary Practice, AM. BAR ASSOC, http://www.americanbar.org/groups/professional_ responsibility/

commission_multidisciplinary_practice.html (last visited Mar. 26, 2014). Daniel Rischel, then Dean of the University of Chicago

Law School, in the somewhat prophetic wording of the conclusion in light of the debate following the 2008 banking crisis, noted

the following:

The legal profession should welcome MDPs [multidisciplinary practices] as creating new career and economic opportunities for

its members. Instead, the ABA and other organized bar groups thus far have taken the opposite approach, capitulating to interest

group pressure from those segments of the profession cowering at the prospect of increased competition from other service providers.

Although defenders of the ban on fee sharing have attempted to cloak their arguments in the rhetoric of “professionalism,” “lawyer's

independence,” and the “public interest,” their goals are no different from any other trade union or interest group pursuing economic

protectionism.

How successful the ABA and the organized bar will be in the long run is less clear. MDP's that provide legal services will continue

to proliferate ... by firms evading the prohibition on fee sharing so long as clients demand one-stop shopping from integrated service

providers. If this occurs, current “ethical” rules will provide less and less protection from competition and interest group support

for the status quo will continue to wane and willeventually collapse. As the recent repeal of the Glass Steagall Act--another type of

multidisciplinary practice restriction which attempted to separate “banking” from “commerce”--demonstrates, regulation can override

market forces for only so long. The ban on fee sharing will likely suffer the same fate, the sooner the better.

Daniel R. Fischel, Multidisciplinary Practice, 55 BUS. LAW. 951, 974 (2000). See also Yves Dezalay & Bryant G. Garth, The

Confrontation Between the Big Five and Big Law: Turf Battles and Ethical Debates as Contests for Professional Credibility, 29 LAW

& SOC. INQUIRY 615 (2004) (examining the stakes of the battle between the bar and the major international accounting firms in

the United States and why it was so vehement).

65 Legal services became part of the list of prohibited services in section 201 of the Sarbanes Oxley Act. See15 U.S.C. § 201 (2012)

(“Services outside the scope of practice of auditors”). The Securities and Exchange Commission adopted rules to fulfill these

provisions. Press Release, U.S. Securities and Exchange Comm'n, Commission Adopts Rules Strengthening Auditor Independence

(Jan. 22, 2003), http://www.sec.gov/news/press/2003-9.htm (“An accountant will be prohibited from providing to an audit client

any service that, under circumstances in which the service is provided, could be provided only by someone licensed, admitted, or

otherwise qualified to practice law in the jurisdiction in which the service is provided.”)

66 See, e.g., Mark Hansen, A New Credential, 87 A.B.A. J., 18, 19 (2001); CPAs: Bloodied and Bowed, BUS. WEEK MAG. (Jan.

19, 2003), http:// www.businessweek.com/stories/2003-01-19/cpas-bloodied-and-bowed. The “cognitor” was the name assigned to

a new global professional credential designed by the major accounting bodies led by the AICPA in the United States. This was an

““umbrella” designation the holders of which would then delegate work (subcontract) to specialized professionals, such as lawyers,

accountants, etc. The designation was first assigned the name XYZ while in its design stages. The subsequent name “cognitor” became

a flash point and even with its abandonment, the professional accounting bodies in the major jurisdictions rejected the proposal in

2002.

67 The term “reverted” is used deliberately. This was a discussion that predated the major changes in accounting firms of the 1990s.

See Abram Chayes & Antonia H. Chayes, Corporate Counsel and the Elite Law Firm, 37 STAN. L. REV. 277, 293, 300 (1984)

(discussing the same). In one of the most important early articles in this regard, Chayes and Chayes noted the following:

One way of describing the consequences of the growing importance of inside counsel is to say that the elite corporate law firm is

suffering a concomitant and drastic narrowing of the range of legal work that it performs for the largest, most powerful corporations
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on the American economic scene. In essence, the law firm is no longer generally responsible for the legal affairs of major corporate

clients. But whatever the future form of the elite law firm, its relation to big business will have been profoundly altered. The vast

bulk of the legal work for America's leading corporations will be performed in corporate law departments.

Id.

68 The discussion has primarily been in terms of the selection of outside counsel and its impact on the income of the private firms. See,

e.g., Milton C. Regan, Jr., Corporate Norms and Contemporary Law Firm Practice, 70 GEO WASH. L. REV. 931, 933-34 (2002)

(“In-house corporate counsel offices have substantially increased both in size and responsibility over this period. This increase has

reduced the asymmetry of legal knowledge upon which large law firms previously relied in enjoying some measure of relative market

power vis-a-vis their corporate clients. The result is that companies now spread their legal work around to several firms, rather than

just one or two. Much of the routine work that used to provide a steady stream of both revenues for the firm ....”); Thomas D. Morgan,

The Changing Face of Legal Education: Its Impact on What It Means to Be a Lawyer, 45 AKRON L. REV. 811, 818(201 l)(“[T]he

rising power of in-house counsel promises to transform the way legal services are delivered. Today, the people many lawyers have to

please are other lawyers--this time lawyers acting as general counsel to corporations, government agencies, and other organizations.

More and more, in-house counsel are cutting the number of outside firms a company retains, requiring highly-detailed case budgets,

early assessments, regular updates, use of specific technology, and minimum experience levels for lawyers working on their cases

(e.g., no first-year associates).”) (footnote omitted).

69 See, e.g., David B. Wilkins, Team of Rivals? Toward a New Model of the Corporate Attorney-Client Relationship, 78 FORDHAM L.

REV. 2067, 2082 (2010) (“This shift in emphasis between the lawyer and the firm both reflected and helped to spur the transformation

of many large law firms from the relatively sleepy professional enclaves of the Golden Age to the twenty-first century cut-throat

competitive businesses that these institutions have become.”). See also Marc Galanter & William Henderson, The Elastic Tournament:

A Second Transformation of the Big Law Firm, 60 STAN. L. REV. 1867, 1912-13 (2008) (“In the pages of The American Lawyer, one

large firm partner, who temporarily served as a client's in-house counsel, offered two golden rules to solidify their client relationships:

‘make inside counsel's life easier’ and ‘make inside counsel look good in front of their clients, colleagues, superiors, and subordinates.’

In some instances, the outside lawyer is hired to reinforce to company executives the position staked out by the general counsel, and if

he or she wants to be hired again, “it behooves him [or her] not to offer a contrary opinion.” (citing Gary F. Torrell, How to Work with

In-House Counsel, AM. LAW. 32 (July-Aug. 1992)); Bernard A. Burk & David McGowan, Big But Brittle: Economic Perspectives

on the Future of the Law Firm in the New Economy, 2011 COLUM. BUS. L. REV. 1 (2011); Rostain, supra note 29, at 465.

70 There is also some suggestion that the size of firms has shrunk although evidence on size is mixed and somewhat anecdotal. For

example, the focus on specialization is said to have enhanced the role of boutique firms. See George P. Baker & Rachel Parkin, The

Changing Structure of the Legal Services Industry and the Careers of Lawyers, 84 N.C.L. REV. 1635, 1659 (2006). It had been

thought that midsized firms might be more affected disproportionately by the growth of in-house practice, but that was not confirmed

here. This study showed a consistent decline between 1998 and 2004 for all sizes of firms in the United States other than for the very

large (over 389 lawyers) firms, which showed significant growth. Id.

71 Wilkins, supra note 69, at 2082 (“Law firms were made to compete for work in ‘beauty contests' or ‘bake offs' in which the winners

were required to reduce their normal fees and to consent to exacting supervision over virtually every aspect of the services to be

performed .... When competing for this work, a law firm's prior relationship with the company was expressly discounted. Instead,

general counsel sought to break up existing relationships by requiring firms to compete for every new piece of significant business

and choosing the winner based on some combination of price and perceived expertise of the particular lawyers who would be working

on the matter. ‘We hire lawyers, not firms' became the rallying cry of the day, with long-standing relationships with outside firms

relegated to the graveyard of history.”) (footnotes omitted).

72 See Baker & Parkin, supra note 70, at 1654-55 (“One consequence of the increasing size and scope of in-house legal departments

has been that corporate clients no longer hire a law firm to ‘be their lawyer,’ developing a multifaceted and lasting relationship and

giving that firm virtually 100% of their legal work .... Longstanding relationships between clients and firms have been replaced by a

transactional system where clients hire individual lawyers, not law firms.”) (footnotes omitted).

73 Wilkins, supra note 69, at 2080-84.

74 Id. Wilkins argues that a good deal of the reason for this reversal was the recognition that the aggressive cost-management approach

described supra note 71 did not in fact result in reduced but rather increased costs. Of course, the years post-2001 also coincided

with major regulatory changes. See id. at 2084-2105.
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75 Id. For example, in his discussion of the consolidation of legal services, Wilkins notes,

As companies shrink the number of outside firms that they use and package even the legal work that they put out for competitive

bid in ever-larger bundles, there are fewer opportunities for firms to win new clients. At the same time, the pressure by even long-

standing clients to cut fees has led many firms to try to increase revenues by expanding the volume of work that they do for each

client. Finally, the expanded size and geographic scope of most law firms has generated a relentless pressure in these institutions for

partners to cross-sell the firm's services. The net result of all of these trends has been a growing awareness among firms that the best

way to ensure their profitability is to leverage their relationships with their existing clients. This, in turn, has put pressure on firms

to find ways to improve the level of service that they give to these increasingly important clients.

Id. at 2091.

76 Galanter & Henderson, supra note 69, at 1913.

77 Id. See Wilkins, supra note 69, at 2096 (summarizing earlier discussion about the complexity of these issues).

78 For a very thorough study of changing careers in large law firms, see Galanter & Henderson, supra note 69, at 1893-94.

79 Id. Galanter and Henderson also noted,

In this scheme the partnerships of successful firms, consisting of those who won the tournament, and would grow gradually over

time. Growth was internal, generated by the tournament. Apart from the departure of associates who did not become partners, there

was virtually no lateral movement in or out of the firm. Partners enjoyed a kind of tenure and remained with their firms for the course

of their working lives.

Id. at 1873.

80 Id. at 1876 (“Acceptance of lateral inward movement (which depends on client loyalty to lawyers rather than firms). But firms still

fear the departure of rainmakers and stars[.]”).

81 See, e.g., Robert W. Hillman, Professional Partnerships, Competition, and the Evolution of Firm Culture: The Case of Law Firms,

26 J. CORP. L. 1061, 1062 (2001) (“The effect of lawyer mobility has been to greatly increase competition among law firms.

Increasingly, competition is internalized as firms recognize that their current partners pose a significant competitive threat for the

future. Because clients dictate the outcome of the competition, lawyers have every incentive to promote direct relationships with

clients, so that client loyalties run to the lawyers rather than the firms of which they are members. Lawyers confident of such loyalties

can speak of their ‘books of business.’ When such a claim is credible, the lawyer may pursue attractive offers at other firms or

simply use the threat of departure as a means of securing a favorable reallocation of the firm's income. Lawyer mobility, in short, has

prompted a significant wealth transfer within firms, favoring lawyers with ‘portable practices' at the expense of lawyers who for one

reason or another do not enjoy significant client support.”); Galanter & Henderson, supra note 69, at 1879 (“The decline of the norm

of loyalty to the firm and immobility permits lateral movement. A necessary concomitant is a decline of roughly equal magnitude in

client loyalty to the firm, because it is the shift of attachment to individual lawyers that facilitates the lateral movement[.]”).

82 Galanter & Henderson, supra note 69, at 1876 (“Softening of the commitment of partnership as a permanent achieved status--i.e.,

tenured-- through de-equitization, outplacement, and mandatory retirementf.]”).

83 Id. at 1911 (“Even if an individual partner manages to cement a strong business relationship with a corporate general counsel,

that security could be disrupted by higher firm-imposed billing rates that the client is unwilling to pay. Further, the specter of de-

equitalization hangs over all lawyers who are slow to adapt. ‘Large firms view good lawyers as expendable.”’) (citing Kimberly

Kirkland, Ethics in Large Law Firms: The Principle of Pragmatism, 35 U. MEM. L. REV. 631, 694 & n.227 (2005)).

84 We are not discussing here the trend toward globalization both of clients and law firms, because it is beyond the scope of this article.

85 For example, as early as 2002, the pace of change in this regard was noted. See, e.g., Shawn W. Cutler & David A. Daigle, Using

Business Methods in the Law: The Value of Teamwork Among Lawyers, 25 T. JEFFERSON L. REV. 195, 206 (2002). (“Change in

the legal profession is undoubtedly occurring at an increasing rate, and the mounting trends support the reality of hypercompetition

in the legal profession. For instance, the massive explosion in the number of lawyers and the effect this has had on legal practice

underscores what Professor D'Aveni describes as a ‘condition of rapidly escalating competition.”’) (quoting RICHARD A. D'AVENI,

HYPERCOMPETITION: MANAGING THE DYNAMICS OF STRATEGIC MANEUVERING 2 (1994)).
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86 One of the important critiques of these trends is by Rosen. Robert Eli Rosen, ‘%7FWe're All Consultants Now”: How Change in

Client Organizational Strategies Influences Change in the Organization of Corporate Legal Services, 44 ARIZ. L. REV. 637, 640

(2002) (“‘We're All Consultants Now’ means that corporate legal services are changing because corporate clients are organized to use

lawyers as they use any consultant. Lawyers may continue to supply specialized technical services, but that work will be integrated into

the company's decision- making as a consulting service. To the company, the legal department becomes just one internal consulting

group among others and outside law firms become just one type of professional service firm. ‘We're All Consultants Now’ also

means that legal departments and law firms are re-organizing themselves to supply what corporations seek from consultants. For the

largest law departments and firms, this means imitating the consulting divisions that have been attached to the large accounting firms.

Smaller law departments and firms will organize themselves on the model of other consulting firms.”).

87 The effect of the fast-paced response on the nature of the lawyer-client relationship has been noted elsewhere. See, e.g., Wilkins,

supra note 69, at 2083 (“Rather than being ‘wise counselors' capable of guiding clients through the complex intersection of business

strategy and legal rules, outside lawyers increasingly marketed (and I use the word advisedly) themselves as specialists capable of

deploying large numbers of highly skilled experts at a moment's notice to handle the kind of emergencies that remain difficult for

in-house lawyers to handle effectively”).

88 Galanter & Henderson, supra note 69, at 1911-13.

89 For an interesting examination of what is meant by the language here, see Wilkins, supra note 69, at 2088. Wilkins reports on a

study of lawyers and clients that examined a commonly used expression, “client focus.” While both groups in our study considered

client focus both to be important, and, in the case of law firms, what was being supplied, there was in fact a divergence in what each

intended the expression to mean. It was common for law firm respondents to say they meant “doing what's best for the client” but

for the general counsel to place significant importance on it as meaning ““understanding the business.”

90 Bruce A. Green, Professional Challenges in Large Firm Practice, 33 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 110 (2005).

91 Dinovitzer et al., Walking the Line, supra note 15.

92 See Gunz & Gunz, supra note 12, at 689 n.16 (“Identity theory seeks to answer the quintessential question: When people find

themselves in the situation in which they face two or more sets of expectations about behavior from two or more sets of people with

whom they interact, how do they choose what to do?”) (citing Sheldon Stryker & Peter J. Burke, The Past, Present, and Future of

an Identity Theory, 63 SOC. PSYCHOL. Q. 284, 286 (2000)). More recent work has identified four distinct identities. Dinovitzer et

al., Exploring Client Capture, supra note 15 (exploring four distinct identities).

93 Hugh Gunz & Sally Gunz, Hired Professional to Hired Gun: An Identity Theory Approach to Understanding the Ethical Behaviour

of Professionals in Non-professional Organizations, 60 HUM. REL. 851 (2007).

94 Identity theory attempts to explain how people make choices about how to behave in particular contexts. Theorists suggest that

individuals may have several identities but that in any particular circumstance one is dominant (said to be “salient”) and therefore

influential over behavior. Sheldon Stryker & Peter J. Burke, The Past, Present, and Future of an Identity Theory, 63 Soc. PSYCHOL.

Q. 284, 286 (2000). Gunz & Gunz observed,

[A]n in-house counsel typically plays at least two roles: that of the lawyer and that of the colleague and, perhaps, member of the

firm's top management team. As a lawyer, he or she is expected by his or her professional colleagues and professional licensing body

to behave in a particular way, which may, in some circumstances, be different from the way he or she might be expected to behave

by his or her managerial colleagues in his or her capacity as a member of the top management team. Identity theorists are interested

in understanding how, in the course of his or her practice, the counsel decides what to do in any given situation--how to choose

between the differing expectations of behavior. In other words, in any given situation, which identity--that of the lawyer or that of

the organization person is he or she more likely to settle upon and what influences this decision?

Gunz & Gunz, supra note 12, at 689 n.16.

95 Gunz & Gunz, supra note 93, at 855 (“The ‘professional’ identity is adopted by someone who sees him- or herself as, for example, a

lawyer, accountant or engineer who just happens to be working for the NPO [nonprofessional organization] in question (cf. Gouldner's

1957, 1958 “cosmopolitan'). This identity is likely to be associated with Wallace's adaptation thesis, which describes a situation in

which professionals have managed to create a kind of PSO within their employing NPO. The “organizational' identity is that of a

professional who has taken on some of the characteristics of a non-professional employee of the NPO, in the limit, seeing him- or

http://www.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=0291987991&pubNum=0001093&fi=co_pp_sp_1093_640&originationContext=document&vr=3.0&rs=cblt1.0&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)#co_pp_sp_1093_640
http://www.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=0291987991&pubNum=0001093&fi=co_pp_sp_1093_640&originationContext=document&vr=3.0&rs=cblt1.0&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)#co_pp_sp_1093_640
http://www.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=0291987991&pubNum=0001093&fi=co_pp_sp_1093_640&originationContext=document&vr=3.0&rs=cblt1.0&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)#co_pp_sp_1093_640
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herself as an employee who just happens to have, for example, a law, accounting or engineering degree. This identity is more likely

to be associated with proletarianization, which proposes that professionals become like other employees of the NPO.”).

96 Id. at 874.

97 Id.

98 Gunz & Gunz, supra note 12.

99 Id. at 720.

100 Dinovitzer et al., Walking the Line, supra note 15.

101 Gunz & Gunz, supra note 12, at 699. The current article relies on an original data set collected from September 2009 to November

2010. See Dinovitzer et al., Main Study Data Collection, (2009-10) (unpublished data) (on file with the authors).

102 Major Canadian law firms are very similar in structure to those in the United States. They operate as limited liability partnerships. See

The Partnerships Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. P5, §§ 10 (2), (3), (3.1), (4) (Can.). See Limited Liability Partnerships, Resource Centre, LAW

SOC'Y UPPER CAN., http:// rc.lsuc.on.ca/jsp/membershipServices/limitedLiabilityPartnerships.jsp (last visited Mar. 27, 2014). The

one obvious difference between Canadian firms and those in the United States is in terms of size, with the very largest firms having

greater numbers of partners in the United States than in Canada. For a full discussion of the representative nature of Canadian data

to a broader context, see Gunz & Gunz, supra note 12.

103 Note, most partners continue to be what are known as “equity” partners. A small number of partners in the study were nonequity

partners. Most commonly the latter were quite senior and either approaching retirement or had moved relatively recently to the current

firm and were not inclined to seek an equity position.

104 Note: since firm websites do not report the year in which lawyers became partner, and, in any event, some lawyers have moved

between firms, desired seniority had to be estimated from date of admission to the bar. Categories were adjusted after the interviews.

105 It was assumed that very new associates would not be able to provide very useful information, as they simply lacked sufficient

experience of practice.

106 There were concerns that very new partners would resolve dilemmas more like an associate than as a partner.

107 Similar approaches were used in earlier studies in which gender representation was not an issue. To the best of our knowledge, this

result was simply a matter of chance.

108 In commercial practice approximately fifty percent of associates and twenty-five percent of partners were women. These

data were derived from the NALP Canada directory. Search and Compare, NALP CAN. DIRECTORY, available at http://

www.nalpcanada.com/ (last visited Mar. 27, 2014). In this study, thirty percent of associates and fourteen percent of partners were

women.

109 ATLAS.TI, http://www.atlasti.com/index.html (last visited Mar. 27, 2014).

110 See also Gunz & Gunz, supra note 93, at 861-63 (describing the use of vignettes in qualitative studies of this type).

111 The script was derived from practical examples described in the earlier study and tested both on the advisory group to the project and

in several pilots. Ironically, the question of elevating the issue to more senior management in the client corporation was very similar

to the issue described above at Enron, although this was not the intention at the time the vignette was designed.

112 There has been a history in the empirical ethics literature of asking subjects to describe how they believe others would address an

issue, on the assumption that this is a better proxy for their own personal beliefs than a direct question. The argument is that this avoids

the so-called self-serving bias where subjects in empirical studies will be inclined to respond in a manner that presents themselves

in the best light. For obvious reasons, this is a particular risk in ethics studies. See, e.g., Jeffrey Cohen et al., A Validation and

Extension of a Multidimensional Ethics Scale, 12 J. BUS. ETHICS 13 (1993); Ziva Kunda, The Case for Motivated Reasoning, 108

PSYCHOL. BULL. 480, 480 (1990); Nina Mazar et al., The Dishonesty of Honest People: A Theory of Self-Concept Maintenance,
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45 J. MARKETING RES. 633 (2008). Here we were, however, not simply analyzing whether a person would take action A or B, but

rather we were interested in how the subject identified issues and reasoned through alternative approaches to resolving the problem.

113 See generally Douglas P. Crowne & David Marlowe, A New Scale of Social Desirability Independent of Psychopathology, 24 J.

CONSULTING PSYCHOL. 349 (1960) (presenting a new scale of social desirability independent of psychopathology). See also

Allen L. Edwards, The Relationship Between the Judged Desirability of a Trait and the Probability That the Trait Will Be Endorsed,

37 J. APPLIED PSYCHOL. 90, 92-93 (1953) (study indicating that the probability of endorsement of personality trait items increases

with the social desirability of the items). Cf. Andrew Crane, Are You Ethical? Please Tick Yes ] or No : On Researching Ethics

in Business Organizations, 20 J. BUS. ETHICS 237, 243-6 (1999) (discussing the general issue of social desirability bias in business

ethics research).

114 See, e.g., Dinovitzer et al., supra note 101 (Interview with Subject 2) (“Yeah, and I've actually been in this situation before and did

not give the equivalent to the assurance.”); id. (Interview with Subject 34) (“This happens every day here.” Interviewer, “Well, these

facts actually come from ....” Respondent, “Yeah, real-life stuff.”).

115 The coding began with each of the three authors independently coding twenty-one responses in terms of independence of decision

making. After we had reconciled answers along a five-point scale, we had two doctoral students code all responses independently

and again reconciled responses. Finally, because of the sensitivity of this coding, one of the authors recoded all answers and the three

authors reassessed and resolved any differences between the original coding conducted by the doctoral students and this final coding.

116 See Christine E. Parker et al., The Two Faces of Lawyers: Professional Ethics and Business Compliance with Regulation, 22 GEO.

J. LEGAL ETHICS 201 (2009).

117 A full copy of the question script can be obtained from the authors upon request.

118 See Elizabeth Chambliss, Measuring Law Firm Culture, inLAW FIRMS, LEGAL CULTURE, AND LEGAL PRACTICE 1 (Austin

Sarat ed., 2010).

119 Note, since all respondents were lawyers, there was always some reference to the law in their responses. However, there were marked

differences in terms of whether participants referenced law versus experience as they described client interactions and the manner

in which they handled them.

120 This is a summary of findings discussed in more detail in Dinovitzer et al., Walking the Line, supra note 15.

121 Dinovitzer et al., supra note 101 (Interview with Subject 6).

122 Id. (Interview with Subject 40).

123 Id. (Interview with Subject 69, Senior Tax Lawyer).

124 Id. (Interview with Subject 51).

125 See generally, Gunz & Gunz, supra note 93 (reporting results of a study involving corporate counsel).

126 See supra notes 53-56 and accompanying text.

127 See Dinovitzer et al., supra note 101.

128 For a full description of the study of client capture, see Dinovitzer et al., Exploring Client Capture, supra note 15.

129 Id.

130 See generally Batson Final Report, supra note 40 (discussing a similar scenario).

131 See Dinovitzer et al., supra note 101 (Interview with Subject 41, Senior Partner) (“[M]y approach to the practice of law is to be part of

the management team, be an advisor like, and outside and in-house counsel, okay? So I focus very much on personal relationships.”).

132 Id. (Interview with Subject 32, Executive).

http://www.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=0343897601&pubNum=0001655&originationContext=document&vr=3.0&rs=cblt1.0&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)
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133 Id. (Interview with Subject 18, Senior Partner).

134 Id. (Interview with Subject 85, Senior Midlevel). In the earlier study, a participant had provided a lengthy and painful description of

just such an event. See Gunz & Gunz, supra note 12, at 716-17.

135 Of those attorneys practicing for more than twenty years, thirty-seven would elevate and sixty-three percent would not. Of those

practicing for less than twenty years, eleven percent would elevate and eighty-nine percent would not (p < .01). Dinovitzer et al.,

supra note 101.

136 See id. (Interview with Subject 53) (“Because that's what we're supposed to do is get people to the right result in the long run and not

just the short run, but it's at a difficult situation, but potentially there are some situations where you have to actually go to the general

counsel of the firm and make sure that they're onside with what's going on, and that sometimes damages internal relationships.”).

137 Particularly in the context of the discussion of a hypothetical dilemma where there is no cost to the subject to do the “right” thing.

138 See supra notes 36-39 and accompanying text.

139 This finding was 40% versus 8% (p < .001). Dinovitzer et al., supra note 101.

140 This finding was 3.7% versus 25.4% (p < .05). Id.

141 See supra note 124 and accompanying text.

142 See supra notes 67-71 and accompanying text.

143 See, e.g., SALLY GUNZ, THE NEW CORPORATE COUNSEL (1991).

144 Dinovitzer et al., supra note 101 (Interview with Subject 37, Executive).

145 Id. (Interview with Subject 12, Senior Midlevel Partner).

146 See e.g., Wilkins, supra note 69.

147 Dinovitzer et al., supra note 101 (Interview with Subject 71, Executive).

148 Id. (Interview with Subject 43, Senior Midlevel Partner).

149 Wilkins, supra note 69, at 2075.

150 And from which, in turn, Smigel inferred that the institutional structure of the firm guided the individuals in their professional decision

making. SMIGEL, supra note 13, at 275-86.

151 Dinovitzer et al., supra note 101 (Interview with Subject 17, Associate).

152 See id. (Interview with Subject 28, Senior Midlevel Partner) (“That's not something I've planned. I've been approached, not so much

this year, but I think because of my age and my experience I will continue to be approached. As long as you have some clients and

the ability to attract more clients, you'll always be somewhat flexible to move, but that's not something I've .... I met with a couple

of firms a couple of years ago just to see what they had to say, what they were offering, and we didn't get very far because I like

where I'm at, and I know that moving is not ... you know, the grass is always greener on the other side, but moving is not all what

it's cracked up to be.”).

153 Id. (Interview with Subject 30, Junior Midlevel Partner).

154 Id. (Interview with Subject 6, Junior Midlevel Partner).

155 It is possible, but far less likely, that an associate will move with clients.

156 Dinovitzer et al., supra note 101 (Interview with Subject 28).

157 Id. (Interview with Subject 47).
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158 See supra note 153 (Interview with Subject 30). Firms in turn are well aware of this and we heard of how this can affect the allocation

of revenues in the firm. “[T]here's some other soft factors [affecting allocation of revenues] like rising superstars, they tend to pay

more because they don't want to lose them to a competitor, and they tend to pay to attract lateral partners from other firms.” Dinovitzer,

et al., supra note 101 (Interview with Subject 34).

159 Dinovitzer et al., supra note 101 (Interview with Subject 6).

160 Id.

161 Id. (Interview with Subject 41). Another lateral hire volunteered the following early in the interview: “I was able to move firms

because of my ability to bring work, so typically I get my own work.” Id. (Interview with Subject 47).

162 Note, the issue of taking clients with you on a lateral move, however, also may be more complex than is suggested above and raises

issues of relationships with others in the firm. Subject 41 alludes to internal competitiveness for valuable clients. Id. Subject 28

describes this phenomenon in terms of a natural evolution of client/firm relations:

[M]oving is not all what it's cracked up to be .... I have a number of people who are outside of my practice area who are very

entrenched with some of my very good clients, and I wouldn't expect those relationships to not continue and so, you know, that's

part of successfully bringing in a client, but it's also one of the restrictions in leaving .... With litigators--intellectual property--have

a lot of patent stuff that's being done for one of my very good clients; and if I left, I'm not sure .... I'm almost positive that would

continue to be serviced here.

Id. (Interview with Subject 28, Senior Midlevel Partner). The economic value of your present client base to you and the new firm

then may be far less than in the existing firm.

163 One participant in the study described the importance of trust in this manner: “So you end up being in a place where there's only one

thing that can make the thing work is trust. You trust your partners. You trust the organization. You trust the future. You trust ... and

so good governance makes the people being happy together.” Id. (Interview with Subject 74, Senior Lawyer).

164 See, e.g., The Partnership Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. P.5, §§ 6, 7 (Can.) (codified in scattered sections of 15 & 18 U.S.C.).

165 Responses in this regard were obviously subject to what we described earlier as the “social desirability bias.” See supra note 113

(providing several examples of such quotes). However, every so often we encountered a subject who was quite candid. For example, a

senior midlevel partner, who had recently changed firms in good part because of concerns about ethical practices, gave a particularly

interesting response. After first distinguishing between “good” risk taking or sailing “close to the edge” because that was legitimately

good legal practice for that particular client, the subject noted, alternatively,

The other kind of edgy practice and the kind that I'm not comfortable with is lawyers who don't take the time, who practice edgily

but without having gone through that process, and to me those kinds of lawyers are just time bombs waiting to happen. Sooner or

later their drive for billings overwhelms their sense of professional propriety or what you can and ... what you should not do, and

those are the kinds of lawyers, in my experience, that cross the line and get in trouble and get others in trouble; and the usual bleat

when that happens from all the other partners is, “Oh well, what he did was clearly wrong and we would never ally ourselves with

that.” But, you know, the fact of the matter is those kinds of partners often have very lucrative practices, and people were quite happy

to belly up to the bar, you know, when the money was being passed around so .... And indeed in my prior firm there were [number

deleted in order to protect identity] lawyers that I categorized in that latter group and the firm, in my mind, was not doing what it

should be doing to risk-manage those practices adequately, and it was one of the reasons why when this opportunity came along I

was more inclined to listen to it.

So all the talk about ... while we work with teams, we all know, etc., but there are times you just don't know what other people are

doing, or you do but you .... [o]r you turn a blind eye to it.

Dinovitzer et al., supra note 101 (Interview with Subject 85, Senior Midlevel Partner).

166 Not only has the associate period been growing but there is now the additional trend of admitting new partners first to a nonequity

position, which may or may not be converted then to a full-equity partnership. Janet Ellen Raasch, Making Partner--or Not: Is It in, Up

or Over in the 21st Century?, 33 LAW PRAC. 32 (2007), available at http:// www.americanbar.org/publications/law_practice_home/

law_practice_archive/lpm_ magazine_articles_v33_is4_an1.html; Janice Mucalov, A 10-Step Program for Becoming Partner, CBA

PRACTICELINK, http:// www.cba.org/cba/practicelink/wwp/makepartner.aspx (last visited Feb. 28, 2014).
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167 Some would assume a nonequity partnership initially both because they wanted to be assured that this was a partnership to which

they wished to commit and for others to have the time to assess them.

168 Dinovitzer et al., supra note 101 (Interview with Subject 39, Executive).

169 Id. (Interview with Subject 96).

170 Actual practice area deleted to avoid risk of identification of firm.

171 Dinovitzer et al., supra note 101 (Interview with Subject 99).

172 Id. (Interview with Subject 30).

173 Id.

174 Id. (Interview with Subject 7, Senior Partner).

175 Id. That partner noted,

I think, generationally speaking, a lot of the younger lawyers ... backing up-- like twenty years ago there was an expectation you

would make partner. You would spend your whole career at one firm, or certainly doing the same sort of work within one ... you

know, the downtown network of firms, and most people probably make partner and stay at the same firm. Now it's much harder to

make partner, and there's more mobility laterally among firms, and there's a little less loyalty by firms to partners. Some partners

are kind of turfed if things are going badly over a long period of time. So I think a lot of the younger lawyers take the view that

this is like an apprenticeship.

Id.

176 See, e.g., David B. Wilkins, Is the In-House Counsel Movement Going Global? A Preliminary Assessment of the Role of Internal

Counsel in Emerging Economies, 2012 WIS. L. REV. 251, 251 (2012).

177 Wilkins, supra note 69, at 2084.

178 Note, data were gathered from 2009 to 2010, when lawyers were particularly fearful for their economic future following the events

around 2008.

179 See generally Wilkins, supra note 69 (providing a discussion of the complex relationship between corporate counsel, outside counsel/

law firms, and the efforts to reduce legal costs).

180 Dinovitzer et al., supra note 101 (Interview with Subject 58, Senior Midlevel Partner).

181 Id. (Interview with Subject 97, Senior Partner).

182 Id. (Interview with Subject 9, Senior Partner).

183 Id. (Interview with Subject 25, Senior, Midlevel Partner).

184 Id.

185 Id. (Interview with Subject 45).

186 Id. (Interview with Subject 105, Junior Midlevel Partner).

187 Id. (Interview with subject 67, Associate with six years in practice).

188 Id.

189 Id. (Interview with Subject 45, Junior Midlevel Partner).

190 See supra note 186 and accompanying text (Interview with Subject 105) (“Well, I think that the profession is changing, and I'm not

sure “profession' is necessarily the right word for it anymore. It's becoming more and more of a business.”).
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191 See supra notes 84-88 and accompanying text.

192 Dinovitzer et al., supra note 101 (Interview with Subject 61, Associate). A number of the quotes in this section come from associates.

This is deliberate as they are, mostly, the only members of the firms required to take training courses focused on practice itself (and

not technical aspects of the law). What they say is therefore very much a reflection of the message the firms want absorbed today.

193 See, e.g., id. (Interview with Subject 77, Senior Partner discussing the vignette) (“[H]ere it says here that I've ... think that this is

inappropriate risk exposure, well, that's not a legal position. That's a client decision. I mean, if it's a defect in a legal document[,]

which is, I think, not the assumption here ... if there's a defect in a legal document then, yes, that's a legal issue; but if the client

understands that it's undertaking a certain risk here because of the nature of the ... you know, because of the undertaking, that's really

a commercial ....”).

194 See, e.g., id. (Interview with Subject 55, Senior Midlevel Partner) (“You know, we provide a lot of advice to clients that's not pure

legal advice, you know, in terms of ... because we deal with, you know, small and medium-size businesses. Most of the people we

deal with aren't general counsel. You know, in companies they're the actual business people, and so we tend to get ... you know,

they tend to look to us for more than just pure legal advice[,] which is, you know, one of the things that makes our practice more

interesting than just doing straight law.”).

195 See, e.g., id. (Interview with Subject 4, Senior Midlevel Partner asked for advice on offer price for a building) (“I had a meeting with

a client, and they were literally asking, ‘What do you think we should break the offer at,’ and the broker was there saying, ‘Make x,’

and I said, ‘Make it x less a couple of million because ....”’ The subject talked in terms of the client needing other input: “[Y]ou can't

dodge it. When they want your recommendation, you can't dodge it. They want your recommendation. You can try to dodge it, but

it won't be successful. No, so ... but you're one of the inputs.” The subject explained that “But it is ... yeah, that part is kind of fun. I

think of that as the trusted advisor role with the client where you know them well enough that they want .... [T]hey consider you as

part of their team. They know you're thinking about it. They know you're caring.”).

196 See, e.g., id. (Interview with Subject 92, Senior Partner) (“Most of my ... practically all of my clients are my friends, and we do

business together, and I also do law.”); id. (Interview with Subject 41, Senior Partner) (“[M]y approach to the practice of law is

to be part of the management team, be an advisor like, and outside and in-house counsel, okay? So I focus very much on personal

relationships.”).

197 See generally Gunz & Gunz, supra note 93 (examining these issues in the context of corporate counsel practice). It is not possible to

conduct the equivalent analysis in this current study to that with the study of corporate counsel. The latter study analyzed data gathered

using survey methodology. There were sufficient data points to conduct the analysis upon which the conclusions were drawn. Here,

the qualitative nature of the study precludes such analysis.

198 Id. at 875.

199 Id. at 874.

200 Perhaps the lawyer is assigned this role by the client because it is understood that the communications with the lawyers are privileged

and those with the accountants, for example, are not.

201 Dinovitzer et al., supra note 101 (Interview with Subject 103, Associate).

202 Id. (Interview with Subject 90).

203 Id. (Interview with Subject 91).

204 Id. (Interview with Subject 33).

205 Id. (Interview with Subject 31).

206 See supra note 201 and accompanying text (discussing responses of Subject 103, Associate).

207 Dinovitzer et al., supra note 101 (Interview with Subject 50).
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208 Id. (Interview with Subject 96). Both Subject 50 and 96 were members of the firm's executive team.

209 Id.

210 Id. (Interview with Subject 17, Associate).

211 Id.

212 See, e.g., Green, supra note 90, at 110.

213 Dinovitzer et al., supra note 101 (Interview with Subject 67, Associate with six years in practice).

214 Id. (Interview with Subject 35, Associate with seven years in practice).

215 SeeSMIGEL, supra note 13 at 342.

216 Id.

217 SeeJOHN P. HEINZ ET AL., supra note 52, at 118-99.

218 Id.

219 Dinovitzer et al., Walking the Line, supra note 15; Dinovitzer et al., Exploring Client Capture, supra note 15.

220 See generally supra note 57 (noting work by Silbey and others on ““relational regulation”).

221 See supra notes 58-59 and accompanying text.

222 In particular, the examination of the Enron attorneys by Batson provides a thorough and careful examination of how this is not always

the case. See supra notes 37-48 and accompanying text.

223 See supra notes 53-56 and accompanying text.

224 See supra notes 128-29 and accompanying text.

225 Final Report, Appendix C, supra note 30, at 115.

226 Id.

227 See supra notes 68-75 and accompanying text.

228 See Gunz & Gunz, supra note 93.

229 Dinovitzer et al., supra note 101 (Interview with Subject 30, Partner for four years).

230 Silbey, Pragmatic Regulation, supra note 57.
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